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IS TRANSPORTATION

DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM)Y

•

Florida is a high growth stale, with the majority of growth occurdng in low density areas. This has resulted in a
rote of land urbanization that far outstrips the state's population growth. Growth in transportation demand within
the state is panicularly dramatic, with large in-migrations accelerating travel demand beyond the national
experience. Exacerbating this condition is Florida's toudst-based economy, which attracts 40 million tourists each
Pains
year who use the state's roads and other
transportation systems. At. Florida continues to grow,
state and municipal governments increasingly
recognize the inability of existing infrastructure to keep
up with the demands of an Increasing and active
800
population.
11•e greatest problem associated with growth has
been development of a roadway network adequate to
handle the increased traffic volurncs. Given current
budget constraints at all levels of government, design
and construction of new roads has become a
formidable and. in some cases, nearly impossible t8SL
The state now has in place a new gm"'1h management Initiative, whereby local governments are required to
abide by a state policy known as concurrency. Concurrency Is intended to ensure that new development does not
occur unless adequate bl.frastructure is in place to support growth. As a result, the development community and
local government are lncreashlgly faced with issues such as the provision of adequate public facilities, the
Imposition of impact fees, and the Implementation oftransportatlon demand management measures.
Transportation demand management {TDM) is a transportation planning process almed at relieving
congestion on highways. TOM actions can be classified into three categories:
• Actions that promote alternatives to the automobile,
• Actions that encourage more efficient use of alternative transport systems. and
• Actions that discourage automobile use.
'J'DM is not a new concept. Around the nation, major TDM lnltiativcs were introduced In the 1970s in response
to requirements of the U.S. Clean Air Act. Recognizing that there were pervasive air quality problems in numerous
major clUes, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (IJPA) requi.red many areas to prepare transportation
control plans, which examined a broad range of actions to bring an area mto compliance with the National
Ambient Area Quality Standards (NMQS). These plans typically included vehicular emission control programs,
transportation operation improvements. and TDM strategies.
To not only accommodate growth in the state, relieve congestion on our roadways, conserve energy, and
comply with air quality standards, but to meet our future transportation needs as well, the Florida Department of
Transponati0 n (FDOTI has embarked upon a major initiative to educate the public and private sectors about the
benefits ofTDM and to generate enthuslasm for implementing TDM measures. Entitled "Integration of Commute
Altemotivcs into the Growth Management Process, • this initiative is designed to provide employers, developers,
and local and state decisionmakers with information that will enable them to apply low-cost, qulc.kly-implemented
solutions to mobility and related problems. The project includes publication of this manual and an accompanying
Program Director's Manual and presentation of a series of workshops. The anticipated results of the project will be
·
the widespread application ofTDM measures on a statewide basis.
CommuUAIWIIIJ lllJt$ Systems Handbook- 7

TDM MEASURES
Because morning and afternoon trips between home

and the workplace contribute significantly to highway
conges lion, a number of TDM strategies have been
developed to reduce congestion during these peak
commuting periods. These measures include:
Car, van, and bus pooling-Prog rams that
encourage and assist two or more persons who live and
work close together to commute to and from work in one
vehicle (rldcsharingl. Carpools generally consist or two to
four persons. wl1ile vanpools allow up to 15 people to
share a ride and buspools involve IS or more people.
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Employer-based TOM programs-Prog rams sponsored by an employer using various TOM measures aimed at
reducing traffic during peak periods and providing employees \\1th incentives to rideshare. Such measures may
include dissemination of information on ridesharing and transit, parking management (such as prefe•·cmial parking for
carpools and vanpools), shuttle systems, work hour adjustments (such as Oextlmel and alternative work arrangements
(such ns telecommuting).
High occupancy velticle (HOV) lanes-Specially designated lanes on highways which are reserved for vehicles
\\ith more than one occupant. By limiting the lanes to high owupancy vehicles, traffic congestion on those Janes is
reduced, thus avoiding bumper-to-bum per and stopped traffic conditions which impede Dow In the regular lanes.
Non·motorized transportation programs-Stra tegies that provide the necessary facilitlC$ tO encourage
individuals to use transportation modes which do not require a motorized vehicle (bicycling and walking).
Trip reduction ordinances-Go vernmem mandates which require employers to reduce the number of auto
trips during peak commute hours. Generally, major employers an.d developers are required to implement the
strntcgl"s to achieve the goals specified in the ordinance.
Transportation management associations (TMAs)-A group of businesses, companies, and other interested
part.les who join together to address transportation issues within a defined geographic area. Generally, the TtviA
encourages employers to institute various TOM strategies at the work site. Because TMAs are made up of
employers. their TOM strategies usually focus on employer-based transportation initiatives.

FLORIDA'S CoMMUTER AssiSTANCE PROGRAM
Through the activities of transportation management associations, commuter assistance programs, and other
privotc and public initiatives, TOM measures are being implemented at a rapid rate across the state. The Florida
Department of1\ansportation, lhrough Its Office of Public Transportation, has established the Florida Commuter
Assistance Program to encourage the formation of and support TOM programs in an effort to address congestion,
growth management, energy, and air quality. The Commuter Assistance Program focuses on the following acth•itles:
• Coordinating transportation imprO\'ements and services "ith local governments,
• Encouraging effective use of existing facilities and corridors tO promote integrated planning and urban infill,
• Promoting and enhancing Florida's environment.
• Promoting integrated and accessible transportation systems. and
• Encouraging increased energy efficiency of f lorida's transponation systems.
The TOM strategies emphasized by the Commuter Assistance Program to reduce the number of peak-hour
single occupant vehicles include carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, a nd the use of public transit through
public/private partnerships. These Jl&rtnerships include regional commuter services corporations, small urban and
rural commuter assistance programs, and transportation management assoC-iations.
8 · Com mutt Al~rtuJJives Sytt~mt Hmldbook

Regional Commuter Services are public/private organizations which are funded in part by the state and are
established to provide basic support for Florida TMAs. A regional commuter assistance pn)gram (CAP) provides an
array of services which may include computerized trip matching for rideshare applicants, marketing services for 1MAs
within the CliP's defined sel'\llce area, 'IMA support, coordination of transit Information, TDM planning, and coordination
between T!v!As and local growth maoagement strategies.
Small Urban and Rural Commuter Assistance Programs are public agencies which are usually fully funded by
the FDOT Commuter Assistance Program. These agencies provide a variety of services including computerized trip
match log. employee transportation planning, support for transporta!lon disadvantaged coordinators, support for
1'MAs, and technical assistance to local government in implementation of TDM strategies as part of growth
management Initiatives.
The formation ·of transportation management associations is encouraged by FOOT through Us Commuter
Assistance Program and the TMA Clearinghouse at the University of South Florida's Center for Urban
Transportation Research. These public/private partnerships are formed to address specific mobility problems
within a defined area through the use ofTDM measures.
OvERVIEW OF THE MANUAL

This manual was developed to inform developers, planners, employers, and others about TDM and how it can
enhance the quality ofllfe in Florida. The manual is divided into eight sections:
Section J: What Is TDM? provides a general introduction ro TDM and the alternatives it includes.
Section II: Why Is There A Need for IDM? focuses on recent developments in Florida and around the country
which have led to the increased interest in TDM applications. These include Florida's growth management laws,
concurrency requirements, and the 1990 Amendments to the U.S. Clean N.r Act.
Section Jll: What ActMties are Included in TDM? examines tlte various TDM strategies, including car and van
pooling, employer-based1DM programs. parking management, HOY lanes, and non-motorized transportation programs.
Section IV: How Are TDM Measures Implemented? explains bow TDM programs are organized and how they
can be implemented to Improve traffic conditions in an area, including adoption of trip reduction ordinances and
formation of transportation management associations.
Section V: \•Vho Can Help Implement TDM? provides details about various state and federal programs that are
available to assist in the development ofTDM programs and about the TMA Clearinghouse.
Also included in this manual are a glossary ofTDM and related terms, a bibliography ofTDM publications, and
a directory of government agencies and private organizations associated with TOM.
It is anticipated that this manual will provide the information necessary to develop enthusiasm for and
encourage implementation of TDM measures that will benefit all of Florida's citizens.
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NTRODUCTION
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Between 1970 and 1990, Fl<?rida's population nearly doubled. This growth )laS been characterized by more
people entering the workforce (particularly women), an increase in automoblle ownership, and a continuing
outward shift of both jobs and residences into suburban areas. In addition, tourism in the state nearly doubled
between 1980 and 1990, from 20 million to nearly 40 million visitors annuall)•.
While traffic· demand has increased rapidly, it has not been matched by expansion of capacity. Over the past
decade, vehicle miles traveled on state highways increased by 55%, while lane miles of highways increased by only 14%.

Congestion Costs
by Urban Area
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The realization that road funding cannot and will
not keep pace with demand-that the state cannot
"build its way out of traffic congestion"-has generated
interest .i n transportation systems management (TSMl
and transpo1tation demand management CIDM). TSM
str~tegies seek to better utilize existing' capacity by
coordinating traffic signals, installing reversible lanes
to accommodate peak-hour traffic, and removing onstreet parking. TOM strategies are aimed at reducing
peak-hour travel demands on the road system by
encouraging carpooling and vanpoollng. flexible work
hours, bicycle and transit use, and parking controls.

1

Unfortunately, there is little reliable data by which
to measure the effectiveness of TSM/TDM strategies.
Studies conducted for the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) suggest that TOM measures
rna)' reduce traditional peak hour traffic demand by 2%
to 18% and perhaps even more at individual
employment sites. It is generally believed that the key
to effective programs is the active involvement and .coordinated effort of employers, with encouragement and
support from public agencies.
To enlist the support of employers and explore low-cost alte.mat.ives to road-building, a va1iety of activities and
projects have been undertaken across the state. Mobility conferences have been held in Tampa, Orlando,
Tallahassee, Miami., Jacksonville, and Ft. Lauderdale. Transportation management associations (TMA.s) have been
formed in Tallahassee, Orlando, Tampa, and Maitland/Altamonte Springs and are being considered in Miami, Ft.
Lauderdale, and Jacksonville. The Florida Department of Transportation (l'D01) and the Florida Energy Office
(FEOl are sponsoring workshops throughout the state to educate the public and private sectors on ll1e benefits of
transportation demand management. The F.lorida Department of Community Affairs (DCA) encourages the
incorporation of TSM and TOM strategies in the planning of large developments through the Florida Quality
Development Program.
These initiatives are designed not only to address congestion on our state roadways but also to aid developers,
communities, and others in complying with Florida's growih management and concurrency requirements and air quality
standards. TOM measures, if effectively planned and applied, can help the state's citizens achieve a higher quality of life.

CommuteAllemattves SysremsHandbook-13

G

ROWTH MANAGEMENT
AND CONCURRENCY

In the early 1980s, it became apparent that rapid growth within the coastal regions of Florida and around the
major metropolitan areas was occurring without following comprehensive planning guidelines. Many areas, faced
with development pressures, approved large-scale developments without considering whether adequate and
appropriate infrastructure and public services were in place. As a result, haphazard development overburdened
public facilities, threatened environmentally sensitive areas, and contributed to a decline in air quality. The state
has responded to this growing problem through the passage of the landmark local Government Comprehensive
Planning and Land Development Regulation Act of 1985 (Gro\\1b Management Act)- Horida's "pay as you grow"
law. The planning process requires that all comprehensive plans, whether state, regional. or local, be consistent

with the state comprehensive plan and that local comprehensive plans be consistent with regional policy plans.
The Act also reqttires that local comprehensive plans and
land development regulations ensure that adequate public
facilities are available "concurrent with the impacts o f
development" (Section 163.3177 (IO)(h), Florida Statutes) .
Adequacy is defined by level· of-service standards adopted by
local governments as part of their comprehensive plans. No
development order or permit may be issued if projected levels
of service fall below adopted standards.
To implement the Growth Management Act, the Florida
Department of Cotnmunity Affairs adopted Ru.le 9)·5, F.A.C.,
which describes the minimum criteria for review of local government comprehensive plans. While well ·
intentioned, concurrency has been criticized by some as undermining the state's efforts to discourage urban
sprawl and encourage downtown revitaliz.ation and infiU developments. Critics claim developmem will be pushed
out of cenuaJ cities. where roads are congested, tO outlying areas, where excess capacity exists. Critics also claim
that by slowing growth, concurrency
will reduce revenues (particularly
impact fees) available for road
improvements.

Among all public facilities
subject to concurrency require ~
ments, roads represent t he
infrastructure element with the
largest funding shortfall relative to
needs. The problem is so severe in
some areas that various localities
throughout the state have considered
impos ing growth moratoriums to
curb further development.
· TDM measures are valuable in
this context because they help io
improve roadway service levels
without costing millions of dollars.
14 - OJmmute Alternatives Systems Handbook

TDM strategies serve to reduce the number of vehicles on the road, thereby improving the level of service by
recapturing existing road capacity. This, in turn, may allow new developmellt to occur without having to build new
. roads to meet sen1ce demands.
In June 1989, a specially-appointed Task Force on Urban Growth Patterns released its fmal report, finding that
while state a.o.d local governments should continue to improve existing roadway infrastructure. basic mobility
needs should also be addressed through support for'JDM.
Since the need for and appropriateness of any particular TDM measure will vary among communities and
· depend to some extent on local objectives, the Task Force concluded that it would be inappropriate for the state to
mandate specific actions. The role of the state should instead be one of support for the overall concept of TDM,
leaving the selection of specific TDM programs to local areas.
TDM is more than a mechanism to permit growth. When properly applied, TDM measures can help officials
and transportation planners to better utilize existing roadway infrastructure. While .it is ttue that a s ingle TDM
strategy will not resolve all the traffic congestion problems In an area, a combination of measures can often provide
optimal solutions for a particular locale.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GOVERNOR'S TASK
FORCE ON URBAN GROWTH PATTERNS
(RELATED TO TOM}
• Nfetropolitan Planujng Organizations (MPOs) should incorporate transportation demand
management into their transportation-planning process.

• MPO's should.designate TDM coordinators on tltelr professional staffs to coordinate partlctpat/Q11
in local TDM activiries.

• TDM measures should /Je required as part of every Develnpment of Regional Impact (DRT), and
sum statutes should be amended to require that TDM measures be part of applications for
developme11tal approvaL
• SUite slatut.es should be amended to require that the transportation system element of local
comprehensive platls include a transportatitnJ system management sub·element, a.n d tha.t TDM
measures be Identified and Jrnpacts estimated.
• Tile state siJoztld designate a clearinghouse for infomlation and technical support of TDM

activities and TMAs.
• The state sho!lld provide, through FDOT. seed money for a portion of start-up costs of TMAs and
should comfn.ue to fund commu.rer assisumce and park-and·rlde programs.

• T.Mil$ $1Jould be glven authority, through state statute, ro operate sluatle systems within tl~elr areas
a.nd to purchase transportation services from other transportation providers.
• ]udlclal principles restricting use of Impact fees to capital projects sl>ould be altered'to allow their
use for operating cosr.s associated with 1'/JM progr(lms, ihcluditJg the funding of1'MAs.

• The development and ftmding ofTDM measures including nv!A.s should be aUowable as a credit to

Impactf ees collected from developers and landowners.
• FDOT should give greater emphasis to planning and developing lllgll occupancy vehicle lanes on
limited access highways.

CommuteAltemati•V!S Systems Harulbook -15

The U.S. Clean Air Act. tlrst enacted in 1970 and most recently amended in 1990, was developed by the U.S.
Congress to address air quality concerns across the United States. The Act establishes maximum acceptable levels
of major air pollutants, requires that states and localities develop mitigation techniques to address the problem.
and sets goals and standards to achieve beuer air quality.
There are two major sources of air pollution: (a) stationary sources, such as factories and power plants; and (b)
mobile sources. such as cars. trucks and buses. Of major concern are surface ozone, carbon rnonoxidc, lead,

nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and acid deposition. Surface ozone, commonly known as smog, is formed when
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides combine in warm sunlight under stable atmospheric conditions. Ozone affects
the human respiratory system and causes irritation to the eyes, nose and throat. Excessive carbon monoxide
reduces the body's ability to absorb oxygen. produces dizziness, headaches. and lethargy. Lead affects the nervous
system and may cause headaches, malaise, and irritability. Nitrogen ox.idcs and sulfur dioxide irritate the lungs and
increase susceptibility to tespi.ratory ailments. PanicJes in the air, even those smaller than 10 micrometers in
diameter, can penetrate the lungs, interfering with respiration or even causing death.'
The private automobile is the single largest producer of hydrocarbon emissions. In most urban areas, the
automobile is also the largest generator of nitrogen oxides. Over 75% of Florida's air pollution is caused by the
automobile, contributing 50% of the hydrocarbons and over 90% ofthc carbon monoxide.
Federal clean air standards. known as the r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;!;;;;;;;;;;;;~
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NMQS), were established in the Clean Air Act.
Failure to maintain the NMQS can result in a
locale being identified as a "non-attainment"
area. For thjs and a variety of other reasons, it is
impo rtant for states and communities to
develop programs aimed at reducing motor
vehicle emissions.
AIR QUALITY IN FLORIDA

As florida 's population continues to
increase, so too will both vehicle trips and vehicle
miles driven, which in turn wiU produce more
pollutant emissions and a decline in air quality.

Sources: WOrJdwatch lnstirut9 ~timate. ba-sed 01'1 Mary C. HoJcomb elsl.,
"T((msportatiOn Enci!JY Oatlt Book: EditiOfl !Y (~k Ridge, T61ln.:
()(lk Ridge NMionall..abotatory, 1987): Vukan R. VChiC, 'Vtbah

PIJbNc TfQ.nsponarlon Systems and TechnOlOgy (EI){)feWOOd Cliffs,
N.J.: Prcnticc·Ha«, 1981),

Alchough there are problem areas
throughout the state. a.ir quality problems tend
to be concentrated in and around large cities.
The roost widespread and persistent urban air pollution problem in Florida is surface ozone. Hydrocarbons
(unburned gasoline vapors) are released into the atmosphere at various stages of automobile use: during refueling,
through evaporation from the fuel system and engine, and in exhaust gases. To date, cleaner running engines have
significantly contributed to improved air quality. However. because automobile emissions have improved up to
90% over the past 10 years, it is unlikely that further significant reductions in air pollution from cleaner cars wlll be
realized in the future. As Florida continues ro absorb an estimated 1,000 new residents per day and to experience a
5% annual increase in vehicle miles traveled, air quality improvements resulting from cleaner running engines may
16- CQmmute AlteriUltives Systems Handbook
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actually be lost. There are two solutions to the problem: reduce the number of vehiCle miles traveled, or Increase
the use of clean fuel alternatives such as electricity, methanoL ethanol, or compressed natural gas.
While the En,~ronmental Protection Agency <EPA) aggressively supports programs that promote the use of
cleaner burning fuels, crlticalissues remalo. The Clean Air Act strongly encourages me use. of clean fuels for Oeets
but does not stress the use of such fuels for personal vehicles. FUrthermore, the technology to maximize use of
these fuels is still in !he developmental stages. What this means is that !he focus lo Florida's urban centers must
continue to be on reducing vehicle miles traveled as !he principal means of mitigating air quality problems.
In Florida, there are currently n•o metropolitan areas (five counties) !hat fail to meet the federal clean air
standards for ozone. According to Title I of the Act, these are~s must take measures to meet the standards within
three to six years (from the date of enactment of the 1990 amendments) or faee stricter federal regulations. The two
metro areas affected are the Tampa Bay area (including Hillsborough and Pinellas counties) and the South Florida
area (encompassing Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties). EPA has classified the Tampa Bay area as marginal
and the South Florida region as moderate.ln addition, Duval County i.s considered a transitional area and has been
downgraded from marginal, with a determination to be made in 1992 as to whether the area has attained the
standard. W'ithout proper mitigation strategies. air quality in these areas is likely to decline to the point that
aggressive improvement measures could be required, including mandates requiring that up to 45% of the
workforce use alternative transportation modes.
It is therefore important to examine what effect the Clean Air Act could have on Florida. With a better

understanding of the issues. a determination can be made as to which TOM strategies are most appropriate for a
given situation.

THE CLEAN AIR A CT
The amendments to the 1970 Clean Air Act expanded the federal role in air pollution control programs by
establishing the NMQS for the six most common air pollutants: sulfur oxides, particulates, carbon monoxide,
photochemical oxidants, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides.
Each state was required to hold public hearings to adopt a state implementation plan (SIP) for submission to
the EPA.' The SIPs were to include transportation control measures (TCMs) aimed at achieving attainment and
maintenance of the NAAQS in the more serious non-attainment areas. TCMs can be divided into two categories: (a)
those that reduce in-use emission rates, and (b) those that reduce vehicle use and promote mass transit.
The first category is associated with technology improvement programs, such as vehicle inspection, maintenance,
and retrofitting, while the second category relates to transponatlon systems management,locluding TDM strategies.
Commute Alternatives Systems Handbook - 17

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 emphasized locally developed transponation plans and the
coordination of air quality planning with the continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive (known as the federal3·C)
transportation planning process o f the U. S. Depanment of Transportation (USDOT). Plans developed with federal
funding were required to be in conformity with air quality standards.
The 1990 amendments to the Act address TCMs even more stringently. Major emphasis is placed on reducing
vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The Act specifically requires that those states "in which all or part of a Severe Area is
located" submit, by November 1992, a revised SIP which adopts specific TCMs. One measure mandated in the Act
is development and implemenration of a plao which requires employers located in "severe areas" and who e-m ploy
100 or more people to increase vehicle occupancy by 25% d uring commute trips.'

Title II (Provisions llelating to Mobile Sources) of the Act establishes more stringent pollution standards
through reduction of tailpipe emissio ns and requiring auto manufacturers to develop an apparatus fo r collecting
evaporate emissions normally released during refueling. Title II also addresses standards for reformulated gasoline,
establ.ishes a clean fuel pilot program in California, and limits emissions from centrally-fueled fleets in the 26 worst
air pollution urban areas. Other Titles of the Act develop guidelines or set standards for other pollutants as well.
R EQUIREMENTS FOR NoN-ATTAINMENT AREAS
For those areas that do not meet the NMQS, the Florida Department of Environmental Hegulation (DEll) must
submit as part of the SIP a detailed description of how state and affected local agencies plan to attain and maintain
safe air quality levels. The SIP must addrc.ss each region's approach to air quality conform ity and maintenance, and
outline the strategies (such as TOM) that will be used to satisfy the needs of each area. The inclusi.o n of TDM
measures in the SIP requires that all transportation improvement plans and programs ensure implementation of
these measures. Penalties fo r non-compliance with the SIP can be severe and may include withholding federal
transportation funding for local p rojects.

1\>targinal areas such as Tampa Bay must complete a series of require-d actions intended lO reduce o1...one levels.
Moderate areas m ust meet all requirements for marginal areas, as well as additional, more stringent requirements.
Beyond t he moderate classification. areas may also be identified as serious (examples include Atlanta and
Washington. D.C.). severe (Baltimore and Chicago), o r extreme (Los Angeles). As the severity of the air q uality
problem increases, all req uirements of prior levels apply in addition to more rigorous corrective actions. These
range from the adoption of specific enforceable transportation control strategies and TCMs aimed at offsetting
growth in emissions up to restricted
use of high polluting vehicles or
heavy-duty vehicles. In the case of
Los Angeles, legislation known as
Regulation XV has been e nacted
which req uires. in part, that
employers o f 100 or more persons at
any worksite develop and
implement trip reduction plans to
reduce work related trips in single·
occupancy vehic.les.

SUMMARY
The impact of the entire Clean Air Act Amendments ofl990 will be felt by \1rtually everyone in the nation. In non·
attainment areas, automobile owners are likely to find increased emission testing programs or may find they are forced
to change their driving habits. In areas where pollution is more severe, the role of TOM measures becomes vital1y

important. Transportation planners in these non-attainment areas will be required to develop TOM strategies to
reduce emissions and improve air quali!y. Without such programs, the major provisions of the Act cannot be achieved.

18- Commute Alternatives Systems Hmulbook

By statute, the J.1orida Depat'tment of Environmental Regulation is the state's conservation agency. DER has
developed a mobile source control program to deal with air pollution from motor vehicles. The program is aimed at
improving air quality by reducing the amount of exhaust emissions from cars and light-duty trucks. In addition,
Florida Metropolitan Planning Or)lanizations and FDOT must determine that the State Transportation Plan
conforms to t.h e SIP. For urban areas, the Tra11$portation Improvement Programs (TIPs) must implement TCl'vls
from the SIP and incorporate all federally-assisted transportation projects which improve air quality and which are
included in the SIP.
Transitional (Duval County) and marginal (Tampa Bay) areas must achieve the NAAQS within three years
(1993) of the Act. The Southeast Florida moderate area must achieve the standards within six years (1996). If those
areas fail to achieve the standards on schedule, increasingly more stringent requirements
automatically be
implemented and the area will be reclassified to the next higher non-attainment category. Therefore, TDM

wm

measures are essential to the success of the Act and the implementation of area transportation plans.
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' Florida Department of Environmental Regulation, Florida: State of th.e Environment (fallahassee, FL: Florida
Department of Environmental Regulation, 1990) pp. 50-52.
1 U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Clean Air. It's Up to You, 1'oo (Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental
Prote<:tlon Agency), p. I.
' Association for Commuter Transportation, •ctean Alr Update, • ACT Fact Sheets (Washi.ngtoo, DC: Association
for Commuter Transportation, 1991).
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The Florida Depattment of1~ansportation (FDOT) has embarked upon a major initiative to educate the public
and private sectors on the benefits of transportation demand management through activities such as the
implementation of transportation management assoclalions and area commuter assistance programs. These
agenCies are providing a dedicated partnership among all levels of government and rhe private sector ro meet
current transportation needs and enhance the quality of life in urban areas of our state. With assistance from a
variety of state agencies, transportation management associations, and area commuter assistance programs, FDOT
has undertaken a massive program designed to generate enthusiasm for IDM measures through the creation of
public/private partnerships to meet the state's transponation needs.
TRANSPORTATION MANAGllMBNT AssoCIATIONS (TMAs)
Through a variety of activities, !'DOT is encouraging the Corronlion ofTIMAs. These organizations are formed so
that the public and.private sector members who govern the organization can collectively establish policies and
TDM programs to s~rve its me mbers. In addition to t raditional ridesh.aring, TMAs promote pedestrian
improvements tllrougbout th.e TMA service area, shuttle services connecting employment centers with
shopping/restaurant areas, pari:iog management programs, carpool/vanpool matching. and estabUshiJ_lent of high
occupancy vehicle lanes. as well as a variety of other transportation demand·management Strategies.
CoMMUI'ER AssiSTANCE P ROGRAMS ( CAPS)

FDOT also encourages the formation of commuter assistance programs. These regional programs are being
created under the auspices of the f'DOT Office of Public Transportation to work with area TMAs to provide
rldeshare matching services and marketing service; to develop TDM actions such as vanpooling, carpooling, and
pedestrian and bicycle improvements; and to implement other TOM strategies. Presently, there are two CAPs in
Florida: Gold Coast Commuter Services, which serves the Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, and West Palm Beach areas, and
Bay Area Commuter Services, a regional service formed to serve Hillsborough. Pinellas, Pasco, and Hernando
countJes in the Tampa Bay area.
Through the effons of CAPs and TMAs,
a variety of TDM actions and strategies are
being implemented throughout Florida.
The following provides an overview of
specific actions that can be cnnled out by
TMAs, CAPs, employers, and others as part
of a IDM program.

RIDE SHAR ING POOLS
A ridesharing pool involves the shared use of a
vehicle by two or more people for the purpose of gening
to or from work. school, or other locations. Rldesharing
applications range from private automob iles and
privately-own ed and operated vans and buses to
publicly-owne d and operated vans and buses. The
poims of origin and final destinations of riders generally
vary. as do the means by which participants arrive at a
pool pickup/drop-off point. The goal Is to share some
segment of the trip with other people. either through
meeting at park-and-ride lots or by being picked up and
dropped off door-to-door from the home to the work site.
Carpools. vanpools, buspools. and mher forms of ridesharing arc widely recognized as means of reducing
energy consumption, traffic congestion. and air pollution. lmplemematlon of ridesharing programs has been a
mainstay ofiDM strategies.
CARPOOLS

The most common form of ridesharing is the use of a private vehicle by two or more passengers. generally for
transportation to and from work. The passengers may use one vehicle and share expenses, or rotate vehicles with
no additional costs to passengers.

Carpools may develop from informal arrangements among neighbors or co~workers or through more inte.nsive
efforts, such as carpool promotional and ridematching services provided by local transit providers, employers.
instltulions, and others. Other faetors. such a.s opportunities to soclaliz.e, similar work schedules and locations, and
reduced parking costs,' also contribute to the decision to participate In ridesharing programs. While rideshare
arrangements are generally made through personal contaCts, promolional efforts and encouragemem on the parr
of both the public and pri\'ate sectors can influence ridesharing.'
The role of the employer ma)• range from rhat of facilitator. such as providing bulletin board space to ad\'ertise
and solicit carpoolers, to that of benefactor, s uch as providing various ridesharing incentives Including free.
discoum, or preferential parking or flexible work schedules and time allowances for pickup and drop off. Larger
employers, particularly those with personnel or human resource departments. may assume a broader role,
including the identification and matching of pool participants and the production and distribution of a
ridesharing/co mmuter newsletter. Such activities may be performed by personnel staff or by a designated
employee transportation coordinator (ETC).
Public sector support of carpooling may take the form of (al trip reduction or zoning ordinances, which may
require developers or employers to provide preferential parking for ridesharers; (b) consideration of HOV lanes
when planning new or expanded highway capacity; and (c) reductions in the amount of free or on-street parking in
the central business district <CBD) and other activity centers. coupled with strict enforcement of parking meter
violations and other deterrents to si ngle occupant vehicle use. State and local governme nts nlso support
ridesharing by providing funding for vehicle purchases. program planning. and ridematchlng services.
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VANPQOLS
Six or more passengers who share a ride in a pre-arranged group are considered a vanpool. In most cases, one
or more of the pool members are regular drivers who pick up others at specific points, drop them off at common
sites, and return them to pickup points at the end of the day. Vanpools are sometimes used to .provide so-called
«reverse commute" transPortation from the inner~city to
suburban job sites. The same factors contributing to caqlool
participation also connibute to \•an pool participat ion;
however, the larger number of participants often requires
more fonnalized and elaborate ridematchlng services.
Willie some portion of van ownership and operating costs
is generally shared by the riders. the costs associated witb
providing vehicles with larger seating capacity often require
non-rider support. This may include sponsorship,
subsidization, ownership, and/or operation of van pool
programs by employers, employee cooperatives, credit
unions, public transit authorities, labor unions, or another
third party.

.

B USPOOLS
A group of 15 or more passengers sharing an express ride
between predetermined origin and destination points with
guaranteed seats and advance ticket purchase is the most
common form of buspool. While this type of service is often
admi.n istered by an employer, riders may also initiate and
administer club, custom, or subscription buspools.
As with vanpools, a more coordinated and comprehensive effort is required to optimize vehicle use; however,
the increased capacity of a bus expands the range of applications. In addition to the operatiOn of buspools, buses
operate as express service and inner-city and suburban circulators. Although express service and circulators are
generally associated with public transp.ortation, both may be provided by a private carrier. These services differ
from traditional fixed-route service in that they generally serve fewer points. While both express service and
circulators are usually confined to specific routes, circulators most often operate within high density areas such as
the central business distlict, around suburban developments, and in employment centers or regional malls.
Unlike carpools, ownership and operation of a buspool or vanpool is more conducive to various contracting
and· leasing agreements. Entrepreneurs in many areas have developed "work trippers" or for-profit vanpool
operations which cater to commuters, and it is becoming common practice for transit authorities to have mixed
fieets of buses and vans. The buses may be used for traditional fixed-route services, subscliption or club services,
buspools, and park-and-ride shuttles. The vans may be leased to individuals or to public or private employers for
pool programs or operated by the authority and used as Inner-city or suburban circulators.
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POOL INCENTIVES

In Florida, state support for ridesharing is part of FOOT's Com muter Assistance Program. Funding and
technical assistance for ridesharing programs are available as pan of regional commuter assistance programs or
local rransporration management associations. Ridesharing ean be a significant factor in achieving acceptable
levels of service in an area's comprehcnsi\•e plans as required under the Growth Management Aet.
LOcal public support for ridesharlng is generally found in the form of polic.ies that discourage single occupant
vehicle (S0\1) travel, such as requiring large employers or developers to set aside a percentage of pnrklng spaces for
ridesharlng vehicles, increasing parking rates, limil.ing parking within new developments, nnd decreasing
municipal parking. and support for regional commuter assistance programs. Local government membership and
financial participation help assure coordination berween ridesharing and other TOM measures.
There is ample opportunity for the private sector to participate in ridesharing programs in severrd capacities,
from facilitator to actual provider to Involvement in public/private rideshare enterpri5e$, such as the leasing of
vehicles by public entities to private companies or individuals. The private sector can s upport ridesharing
initiatives by instituting programs to match prospective poolers, providing preferential public parking for poolers,
supporting preferential highway lanes for high occupancy vehicles, and tapping into federrd aid or grants-in-aid for
pool acquisitions, planning, and operations. Employers
and developers may incorporate facili ties and
conveniences inro the employment site such as day care
facilities and pedestrian walkways.
Participation In ridesbaring programs can provide
substantial benefits to an employer or developer in the
form of reduced parking expense, decreased traffic
congestion, a broader labor market, a more productive
work force, reduced absenteeism and tardiness, and an
enhanced community image'. It may be appropriate for
an employer tO consider membership In a 'I'MA or appoint
a n employee transportation coordinator within the
company to examine the many ways to support
ridesharing and other TOM programs.

SuMMARY
The benefits of ridesharing as a TOM strategy are
well documented. T he federal government views
ridcsharlng as a relatively low cost means to maximize
usc of exis ting capacity, as a n effective mea ns of
redu cing energy consumption , and as a vi tal
transportacion con trol measure. Federal grants· in ·aid
and technical assistance support numerous rideshare
projects. Florida promotes ridesharlng as pan of the FOOT Commuter Assistance Program, and other srate
agencies promote ridesharing as a means of complying with federal mandates and state policies on growth
management.
Rldesharing or pool vehicle applications range from the use of privately-own ed automobiles to
schedu led and customized bus se rvice and are offered through a variety of private, puhlic, and
public/private rideshare programs across the country. In addlllon. ridesharlng is easily integrated with
other modes of transportation and wllh other TOM measures.
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By incorporating various conveniences such as day care facilities and pedestrian walkways into mixed-use

developments, employers and developers create conditions that encourage ridesbaring. Communities and
developers can also deter solo commuting by reducing the availability and increasing the cost of parking.
Ridesbaring can generate substantial benefits to all concerned- Individuals, employer$ ·and communities.
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EMPL OYER -BASE D TDM MEASURES
A variety of employer-base d TOM s trategies, ranging from Information dissemination to private shuttle
systems. has been developed over the years to address traffic congcslion problems in urban arcns. The most
common employer-based lDM strategies include:
• Information Dissemination on Transit and Ridesharing Opportunities
• Alternative Transportation Assistance

- Van pool Formation
- Shuttle Systems
• Work Hour Adjustments
- Staggered Work Hours
- Compressed Work Schedules
- Flextime
• Alrernative Work Sites

- Satellite Offices
- Telecommuting
• Parldng Management
• Employee Transportation Coordinators
Determining the most appropriate TOM strategies for a
particular employer depends on a number of factors, such as
cost. ease or implementatio n. and the impact on productivity
and normal business operations. Success in implementing any TOM s trategy requires an effort on the part of both
the employer and the employees to develop a program that is mutually beneficial and cost-effective.

INFORMATION D ISSEMINATION
An employer can serve as an imponant information source, particularly with regard to transit service and

ridesharing options. At a minimum, an employer can assemble and make available information on existing transit
routes, schedules, and rates. Most transit services will provide such lnforma!ion free of charge. Similarly. employers
often provide free
inrormatton

on

how employees
may participate in
carpool or vanpool
programs and supp ly application
forms to facilitate
matching employees to prospective
pools.
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Depending on the size of the employer's organization, information dissemination may be managed by an
employee transportation coordinator (ETC) or information may be assembled and made available at a designated
and easily-accessible area within the work site.

AtTERNA'fMl TIIANS:PORTA1'10N AsSIS1J\NCB
Most alternath•e transportation assistance is also focused
on transit services and ridesharing. Depending on an

employer's financial resources a.nd commitment, the amount
and type of assistance may vary from on·site sale of transit
passes to transit subsidies to the provision of employee shuttle
services. Tl:ansit passes allow patrons to usc transit services for
a specified period of time. Employer transit subsidies are
generally payments to employees to defray the costs of and
promote the use of mass transit. Employer-sponsored shuttle
systems link the work slte(s) witlt other locations frequemed by
employees, such as a shopping center or transit bub.

Again depending on level of commitment and available
funds, an employer may provide assistance to employees in the
formation of carpools and vanpools. Four successive levels of
rideshare ass.istance may be provided by an employer:
• At the information level, an employer makes employees
aware of rldesharing services, generally by "advertising"
that such services are available to interested employees.
• At the collection level, an employer assembles pertinent
information on potential ridesharing participants, such

as home address, smoking preferepce, work hours, etc.
• At the matching level, an employer compiles the information into a database, matches employees by
location, schedule. etc., and notifies ind.i\ridual employees of potential matches.

• Attheforrnation level, an employer actually assists in the formation of van or bus pools and helps employees
secure vehicles and/ or service.
As a complement to a ridesharing program, employers may also implement a "guaranteed ride home"
program, which guarantees ridesharing participants transportation home in case of an emergency or in the event
that working late causes the emplo')'ee to miss his/her pool ride. Such a program may involve various financial
arrangements (vouchers, co· payments, etc.) between employers, rideshare participants, ~nd taxi companies.

WORK HOUR ADJUSTMENTS
By allowing employees to adjust their work hours, employers also support TDM. While work hour adjustments
may not always reduce the number of single occupant vehicles, they can help reduce congestion in areas with well·
defined peak periods oflrafflc. The three most common rypes of work hour adjustments are:
• Staggered work hours, in which work day arrival and departure times are staggered by the employer
according to a predetermined formula. Staggered work hours are popular with companies in which ingress
and egress to the work site are difficult or in certain downtown districts and office parks where the vast
majority of commuters try to enter or leave the area at about the same time. These schedules are usually
designed so groups of employees arrive or depart from work at !5-mlnute or up to two-hour intervals. There
are three primary ways in which staggered work hours can be structured:
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• Departmental • Employers assign different
starting times for individual departments or
units.
RedUCOIJ Turnov~

• lndividua.l · Employers assign starting times
to individual employees.
• Modal ·Starting and ending times are
determined according to transportation
arrangements. This is generally used In
conjunction with other TOM measures,
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such as ridesharing, mass transit, and so on.
• Compressed work schedules, whereby an
employee works the usual number o f hours
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each week or pay period, but does so in fewer ~-•••••••••••••mllil'ln•••
days. Compressed work schedules are popular with firms that have a fairly well-defined peak traffic
congestion time and are often utilized in office parks and other high dcnsiry areas. Many employees perceive
a compressed work schedule as a benefit, since his/tter abiliry to work more than eight hours during a work
day can result in a "day off' or a reduced work day during the week. There are three ways in which work
schedules are normally compressed:
• Four/Forty (4/40) Schedule- Employees work a 40-hour week in four !0-hour d ays.
• Nine/Eighty (9/80) Schedule · Employees work 80 hours in nine days.
• Five/Four/Nine Schedule • Employees work more than eight hours on four days of the week and work a
shortened schedule on the fifth day. While this practice may reduce peak-hour traffic. it has little or no
impact on energy conservation or air quality improvement efforts.
• l'lexible work hours or flextime, whereby an employee can stagger arrivalideparrure times within an eighthour day/five-day work week to best suit personal schedules on a d aily basis.' Most flextime schedules include
a core period during the work day when all employees are present. Four wmmon flextime schedules arc:
• Gliding Schedule· A basic arrangement in which an employee's start time determines his/her ending
time. The start of the morning period may range from 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. The work day ends as an
employee completes his/her usual number of work hours. This may range from
3:00 p.m. to 6:0Q p.m.
• Modified Gliding Schedule- Under this schedule, an employer selects hours during which coverage must
be maintained.
• Flexitour ·This option allows an employee to select a starting t ime, for example bet ween
6:00a.m. and 9:00a.m., whidl then remains his/her starting time until the option to change is extended.
• Maxlflex ·This option allows an employee to earn hours by working any number of hours within a 24-hour
period. The hours are "banked" and then used to shorren future work days or work weeks.'

ALTERNATIVE WoRK SITES
While alternative work sites may not reduce the number of single occupant vehicles on the road, they have
proven effective in relieving congestion in high traffic areas. With this strategy, employers seek to decentrali?..e-their
workforce by shifting workers to satellite offices or permitting selected employees to telecommute or work at horne.
Satellite offices are smaller offices generally scattered around a metropolitan area, usually in outlying
suburban communities or at the edge of city boundaries. The objective is to bring the office closer to those
employees Jiving in suburban areas. A company must carefully analyze how to locate satellite offices and bO\v to
assign employees to those locations.
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Telecommuting is an arrangement whereby an employee
can work at borne or in a sina.ll, nearby office and link-up with
the company via telephone or computer modem .. Such
arrangements may be appropriate for employees who are
engaged l.n work which may require extensive reading,
telephone communication, writing, or other tasks which do not
require daily presence in the office.

PARI<ING MANAGEMENT
There are two principal ways in which an employer can
manage parking: (a) preferential parking, whereby the
e_mployer designates certain spaces in the parking lot
(generally those closest to the building entrance) for use by car
and vaupoolers only, and (b) parking allowances, whereby the
employer provides a subsidy to an employee commuting to
work by carpool, vanpoo~ or buspool to defray the cost of parking.

lf employers give adequate and appropriate attention to
parking decisions, parking policy can be key to managing
transportation demand . When parking is perceived as a
privilege rather than a right, more employees are likely to be
persuaded to use alternative transportation .m odes. Since
suburban centers generally have ample parking available, the
success of parking policies as an effective TDM application are
highly dependent on tbc location of the work site.
EMPLOYEE TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR

An employee transportation coordinator (ETC)
implements and manages TDM programs within a company.
Accordingly. an ETC must he skilled in a variety of disciplines
and have the flexibility to complete a wide variety of!asks such

as marketing and promotion, information dissemination, and liaison functions among employees, management,
and outside agencies and corporations. The most successful employer-based programs may appoint an ETC to
fulfill the duties ofthe job in addition to his or her regular work duties or may employ a full-time BTC.
The first duty of an ETC is to develop and make available to employees information that will foster employee
interest in TDM programs and encourage rideshare participation. Accurate and up-to-date informaril:ln should be
available to all employees and included in new employee packets. With a TDM program and information In place,
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the ETC then monitors and markets the program and periodically assesses how well TOM measures have been
embraced by employees. This may be accomplished through periodic surveys to measure the number of
employees participating in TOM progtams and to identitY which initiatives are most or least successful and which

rna)• warrant revision. The sttn•ey ma)' also be used to determine why some employees do not take advantage of a
company's incentives for ridesharing.

SUMMARY
For TDM programs to effectively address mobility issues within a communi!)'• the cooperation and
commitment of employers is required. While employers may initially be fearful of disruptions caused by
implementation of TOM measures. a number of advantages can be realized. beyond the societal benefits of
reduced traffic and pollution. Depending on the TDM strategies employed, employers often find that TDM
programs result in a more productive and content workforce. Disadvantages are largely administrative in nature,
since a program may require an employer to (a) designate or hire an ETC. who devotes up to 20 hours per week to
the program; (b) coordinate and become comfortable with flextime and staggered work schedules, which may
cause some initial d.isruption in normal work routines; and (c) invest in and administer transit pass or transit

subsidy plans, for which the employer may have to bear front-end costs.
Employer-based TDM measures are among the most common and most effective programs in use in the U.S.
The first step an employer must generally take is to designate an ETC, whose responsibility is to investigare,
develop, and encourage participation in TOM programs.
It musr be recognized rhar not every program discussed herein is appropriate or required for every employer or
company. Effective employer-based TDM programs are those that consider both the needs of the company and irs
employees and that provide appropriate alternatives based on those needs.
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ARKING MANAGEMENT
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Parking issues have a significant impact on the transportation environment. The decision of a commuter to
drive alone or utilize alternative transportation such as a carpool or vanpool or public transit depends to a large
extent on the cost, accessibility, and availability of parking.
Because many employers provide free or subsidized parking. commuters tend to travel in their own vehicles. Free
employee parking, especially in suburban office buildings.'is considered among the most sacred of employee benefits .
.Many commuters
see free parking as a
rl!lht, not a privilege,
and many employers are reluctant to
use parking controls
as a TOM tool. In
downtown areas,
employers often use

parking subsidies to
lure employees to
their firms. The federal government
compounds the
problem by treating
vanpool and carpool subsidies and a portion of transit subsidies as taxable income, whereas employer-provided parking Is a tax-free benefit. Employee parking subsidies are exempt from income tax, while other transportation subsidies, such as transit fees, are taxable after a certain threshold is reached. The provision of subsidies implies
preferential treatment of single occupant vehicle commuters and, in effect, penalizes those employees who choose
alternative, shared-ride transportation modes.
Parking management is a term used to describe any activity associated with the design, construction,
management, or operation of a parking facility. Parking programs are implememed by the public or private sectors
for the purpose of maximizing the use of existing facilities, achieving environmental and energy conservation
objectives, diverting peak-period commuter trips to the off-peak periods, preventing spill-over, improving access
to or mobility within to a parking area, and maximizing revenue.
The primary objectives of most parking management programs are to improve the environmental qualiry in urban
areas and to encourage a shifr from the private automobile to alternative modes of transportation. While often regarded
as a means to suppl)' available spaces in urban areas, parking management programs also involve parking restrictions,
placement of parking facilities, regulatory measures, and pricing mechanisms to discourage use of the single occupant
vehicle. Several issues related to parking and parking management affect a commuter's decision to drive alone, each of
which is discussed here.
CoST OF PARKING

Both employers and employees perceive free parking as an employee benefit. Employers otfer free parking as an
enticement in the recruitment process and as a component of at! overall employee benefits package. Unfortunately,
free parking encourages the drive-alone commute and discourages use of public transit or participation in
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rideshariog programs. "Free parking is by far the
biggest deterrent to ridesharing and transit use today.•'
Often, employer expense associated with parking is
hidden within a commercial lease and an employer may
be unaware of how much parking actually costs. Even
when the actual costs are known, they can generally be
written off for tax purposes as a cost of doing business.
Employers spend a considerable amount of money on
parking programs, particularly as compared to the
amount spent on rideshare programs.

DID YOU KNOW THESE
PARKING FACTS?
Nine out of ten American commuters who drive to work

park free.
More than half of the office workers who drive to
downtown Los Angeles receive subsidized parking (half
of those park free).
Employer-paid parking Increased the number of cars
driven to work by 37% at five sites studied in Catnomia.

AVAILABlLfrY OF PARKING

Employer-subsidized parking has a value of at least
$1,000 per year tax free.

Commuter decisions are also directly affected by
the availability of parking. The Jack of adequate parking
at park-and-ride lots and transit s tops encourages
employees to drive their vehicles to the worksite. Time
delays and added costs can also be deterrents to the
usc of mass transportation and alternative modes.
Transit riders may experience daily time delays as they
search fo r parking and may pay fines for parking
violations. The end result is increased reliance on the
single occupant vehicle, which exacerbates overall
mobility and air quaiiry problems.

The number of drive-alone employees has been shown
to decline by at least 20% when employers charge a
market rate lor parking.

FOOt administers a Park- and- Ride Program
through its Commuter Assistance Program, which
works with Florida TMAs, regional commuter assistance
programs, state highway construction, and transit
operations in the development of parking facilities.
Currently, there are over 130 park-and-ride lots,
providing in excess of20,000 spaces.

Seven out of the 11 best performing TOM programs
evaluated by FHWA included employee parking
charges.
Imposing an $8 per day parking charge can reduce
demand from 2.45 spaces per 1,000 gross square feet
of office space to 1.74.
A 1986 Urban Land Institute study found that parking
spaces at most business parks were only 47% occupied,
even when the parks were well leased.
II the value of parking were included as a taxable
employee benefit, it is estimated it would generate $5
billion in tax revenue.

P ARKING CONVENIENCE

Parking convenience also i116uences commuter travel behavior and Is frequently associated with tbe location
and number of available parking spaces. Parking is often viewed as a starus symbol, with the best spaces allocated

to mattagers and the most-valued (highest-paid) employees. Where parking is scarce or less convenient, employees
rna}' have to arrive early at the worksite to secure a parking spac.e.

Programs that provide preferential parking spaces or reduced parking rates fo r carpools and vanpools are
effective in promoting carpool participation and thereby increasing average vehicle occupancy, particularly in high
density employment centers where the supply of parking is limited.' Pricing srructures and parking restrictions can
be effective tools for employers who want to encourage participation in rideshare programs.

P ARKING AND PUBLIC POLICY

The 1973-74 energy crisis forced the federal govemmem to encourage ridesharlng programs and promote
measures aimed at making the U.S. less dependent on foreign oil suppliers. In January 1974, Congress passed the
Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act, which authorized the use of regularly apportioned funds for
ridesharing demonstraEiOn projeCtS. including COJlS(TUCtion Of publicly·Owned parking facilitieS for preferential use
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by car and van pools. Public policy can influence
a number of parking management strategies
through increased meter rates, reduced time
limits for on.. street parking, increased public
parking charges, amenities at park-and-ride lots,
residential parking permits, enforcement of
parking regulations, changes in tax laws, and
enforcement of public regulations. Public sector
practices regarding parking for public employees
can also have an impact.
Current federal tax policy favors the si.l)gle
occupant automobile commuter because it
pro'Oides economic incentives for employer-paid
parking and discourages utilization of transit or
other rideshare alternatives. Federal tax policy
allows subsidized or employer-paid parking as a
tax-free benefit to employees, the value of which is unlimited. While the federal tax code allows a maximum of$21
pcr.month for employer-pro,1ded tax-free benefits, thls provision contains a cliff pro,1sion whereby an employee
receivmg more than $21 per month in transit benefits must include the entire amount as gross income on his/her
federal tax return.

EMPLOYER/DEVELOPER STRATEGIES
Pour common parking management incentives or strategies have been shown to have a positive impact on
transportation demand. These include:
• Parking Pricing: Parking pricing applies CQst and subsidies a.s tools to change the way a commuter chooses to
travel to the worksite. Because It has a direct effect on the employee's wallet, parkillg pricing plays an
effective role in influencing commuter behavior. Parking pricing policy is generally Oexible and is used to
meet a number of employer objectives. Employers might increase the parking charges for drive-alone
commuters or reduce parking charges for carpoolers and vanpoolers. Parking fee proceeds can then be used
to enhance and offset the cost of the company's TDM program, including costs associated with program
promotion and marketing, the cost of employing an employee transportation coordinator, implementation of
a subscription bus program, or development of other TDM measures.
• Preferential Parking: VanpooJ and carpool vehicles may be assigned exclusive use of the most desirable
parking spaces, such as those closest to the building entrances. In addition, parking charges may be
eliminated or partially reduced for pool vehicles, which may also be exempt from any hourly parking limits.
• Employee Transportation Allowances: Employers can provide financial assistance to employees for their
round-trip commute to and from the work site. This i!lvolves employer distribution of a predetermined dollar
amouot to subsidize all or part of the employees' commuting costs, based on the rype of transportation used.
If employers regard the drive-alone commute as a Jess desirable choice and reflect this in .the level of subsidy,
employees are more likely to consider other transportation alternatives.
In addition, local governmems may institute parking reduction ordinances, which involve regulations allowing
a reduction of zoning requirements for off~street parking in return for developer-sponsored transportation
management efforts or contributions to a TDM trust fund. Employers and developers might also be encouraged to
provide parking for bicycles.
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SUMMARY

Parking management measures ha~ been implemented in a variety of seUings throughout the U.S., often as
components of an overall comm01e management program and In conjunction with other unnsponation
alternatives. The potential impact of parking management strategies on mode choice varies, depending on the
balance of parking supply and demand. An empiO)'Cr must assess the characteristics ofthe work she to ensure that
appropriate and effective parking strategies are adopted.
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OVLANES
High occupancy ''ehicle (liOV) lanes are
highway lanes intended for use by veh icles
carrying more than one passenger. In some areas,
consideration is also given to the maximum
capacity of the vehicle. HOV lanes are also referred
to as diamond lanes, commuter lanes, and
authorized vcb.iclc lanes.'
The first HOY lanes were developed in the late
1950s. Since that tbne, HOV lanes have emerged in
several large metropolitan areas, primarily as a
response to severe traffic congestion problems.
\o\'hen properly planned, developed, and enforced,
HOV Janes are an effective incentive to rideshare
because traffic flows more freely on IiOV Janes
than on adjacent freeway lanes.

~

~ ••:
•

~ :

•

~\
Lane

TYPES OF HOV LANES
Determining the appropriate type of HOV
facility for a given area depends on the resources available to implement and enforce HOV lanes, the physical
constraints ofthe right-of-way, and the specific goals outlined in an overall TOM plan. While each type of HOV lane
is developed to serve a unique purpose, there are four basic types of HOV lanes currentl)•in operation:
• Separated HOV Janes are physically separated from
other travel lanes, usually by concrete barriers,
median strips, or guard rails, and can be developed
within existing roadway rights-of-way. Generally,
these lanes are used as inbound lanes in the morning
and outbound lanes in the afternoon, with
accompanying signs and barriers switched to
identify the direction of flow.

• Concurrent flow lanes are high occupancy vehicle
lanes adjacent to existing travel lanes and are not
separated from the general traffic lanes by a physical
barrier.~ HOV lanes are closest to the median and are

separated from the general purpose travel lanes by a
wide, solid white line.
• Opposing flow or contrallow lanes are characterized
by one lane of opposite trafllc flow being marked off
by cones or other easily-removable barriers.
Generally, these lanes are closest to the median and
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are operated only during peak periods. For example, duriJtg peak periods, the outbound lane closest to the
median is marked off by a series of pylons attached by poles to holes drilled in the road surface. The lanes are
then used for HOV vehicles.
• Exclusive HOV roadways require their own rights-of-way and can be used only by HOV vehicles. Because of
the high costs involved, exclusive HOV roadways are implemented Jess frequently and are usually developed
by local transit authorities for the exclusive use of buses.

HOV LANE UTiliZATION
While nonnal hours of operation for HOV lanes vaty from roadway to roadway, they are determined prima rill'
by three variables: traffic congestion, type of facility, and directional traffic distribution. Generally. off-peak
volumes that vary little from peak-hour volumes require that HOV restrictions remain in effect for longer periods of
the day, sometimes as much as 24 hours. In addition, the more physically separated the HOV lane, the longer it
tends to be operated as a HOV-only lane. The three most commonly used hours of operation for HOY lanes are:
• 24-hour operation, in which the designated lane(s) functions in an HOV capacity with vehicles traveling in
the same direction for the entire day,
• "Peak period onlY' operation, in which the HOV facilities operate only durjng morning and afternoon peak
periods, and

• "Morning-in, afternoon-out" operation, whereby during morning hours (usually starting at 6:00 a.m.) the
lanes are reserved for HOVs heading inbound to an area such as downtown. During the noon hour the lanes
are reversed, and from the time the switch is completed until some hour in the evening (usually 7:00 p.m.) the
lanes are reserved for traffic ombound from dowmoMl.
Depending on the restrictions imposed by local government agencies, HOV lanes can be utilized by three
types of vehicles:
• Buses transport the largest number of people in one trip, are the most efficient form of HOV transportation,
and are therefore given access to all HOY lanes.
• Vanpools can also access most HOV facilities (with the exception of those roads developed exclusively for buses) .
Vanpools can carry up to 15 individuals along major thoroughfares and are an efficient mode of transportation.

Miles of Operating HOV Lanes
350

A4:1prol4male mnes ol OPf!(Siina HOV IMC$

• Carpools can also access
HOY facilities. The required
number of occupants in
each car varies and is
usually dependent on
Haffic conditions in both
general purpose and HOY
lanes. An HOY 2+
designation refers to
vehicles carrying two or
more persons while an
1-JOV 3+ requirement refers
to vehicles with three or

more persons.
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HOV 1AN:B DEVELOPMENT
The initiative for developing HOV
lanes varies according to the type of
roadway to be used and is based on the
jurisdictional responsibilities for a
particular roadway. Regardless of the road
type, the developing agency may be
responsible for all phases of HOV lane
planning and implementation. For
example, the development of an HOY lane
on 1-2.75 in Tampa would be administered
by FDOT, which would conduct all
planning activit ies, design the lan es,
construct and maintain them, and, if
necessary. operate the lanes (i.e., switch
directional gates or change messages on
HOV signs). The only activity not carried
out by the responsible agency may be the
enforcemen t of the HOV provisions
governing the lane.

HOV LANE ENFORCEMENT
HOV lane enforcement is. generally carried out by the jurisdictional enforcement agency responsible for
facilities of that type. Three types of enforcement techniques exist:
• Dedicated enforcement is a technique whereby pattols are dispatched whose sole tesponsibility is to enforce
HOV lane regulations. ·
• Inclusive enforcement is a stnt.tegy whereby patrols enforce HOV lane provisions while carrying o ut other

regular duties. Often. HOY lane enforcement is a lower priority.
• Video monitoring enforcement utilizes video cameras mounted over the NOV lane (usualiy at a bridge
underpass) to obtain front, side, and rear views of each vehicle. The video output is relayed to either a nearby
mobile van whose crew watches the display for lane violators or a monitoring station where the information is
recorded on videotape.

BENEFITS OF HOV LANES
IAihile HOV lanes have been shown to be an effective incentive for ridesharing in many areas, their effectiveness
increases when they are part of broader TOM programs. To justify the high cost of Ji OV lanes, additional TDM
strategies, such as park-and -ride lots, preferen tial parking, and rideshare matching services, must also be
implemented. The cost of HOV lane construction is high and their usc is ineffective if not adequately enforced.
Ensuring adequate enforcement of HOV lanes is also expensive; however, the benefits that accrue from HOV lanes
are numerous. lfHOV applications involve adding lanes to existing roadways, capacity is increased. HOY lanes also
improve express bus service, reduce air pollution, and encourage ridesbaring. Therefore, the high costs associated
with HOV lane construction and enforcement may be somewhat offset by these benefits.
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SUMMARY

Localities interested in de\•eloping HOV lanes are faced with a variety of decisions. There must be a
determination as to what type of facilit)' is most appropriate to meet local needs, given local cost and land
constraints. Decisions must also be. made as to how and when the lanes will operate. what vehicle restrictions will
apply, and what lane enforcement strategies will be used. Underlying the entire process is the question of funding,
since HOV lane construction costs can be significant. When implemented in conjunction with other TOM
strategies, HOY lanes have been shown to be effective-in increasing rideshare activities and therefore can improve
roadway capacity and level of sen'ice. ln short, while the expense and time spent to develop HOV lanes can be high,
the benefits are likely to justify the investment.
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ON-MOTORIZED AND DEVELOPERBASED TRANSPORTATION AMENITIES

••••

During the last 25 years, pedestrian and bicycle travel have re-emerged as legitimate modes of personal
transportation in the U.S. Bicycle sales have outnumbered auto sales for 20 years. This recognition of alternative
modes of transportation parallels interest in environmental issues". Other concerns, such as air quality, fitness, and
congestion, have aJso contributed to the increasing acceptance of non-motorized forms of

transportation. Some programs include pedestrian and bicycle components, which
accommodate up to 75% oflunch hour trips and from 25% to 35% of commuter hour trips.
These percentages can be increased with effective land use and transit combinations.
Often, non-motorized and other alternative transportation amenities getlerate a higher
return on Investment to the investor (i.e., the municipality or developer) than do other
facilities or operational programs. Considering the true costs to the developer of parking
($700 to $1,000 per year per space), charges for adding turn and traffic lanes, drainage, lost
retail space, .and environmental impacts, the reduced space needs of many alternative
transportation modes may save initial and long-term maintenance or operating
expenses.
Research has shown that when employees get regular daily exercise
through activities such as walking or bicycling to work, employers also
benefit through:
• Increased productivity. Employees arrive at work fully energized and with less accumulated stress.
• Decreased absenteeism. Employees tend to have fewer b.ealth-related pwblems.
• Reduced health care claims.
• Impwved morale and a lower rate of employee turnover." This is particularly evident when walld.ng and
bicycling are part of an overall employee wcllness program.
While walking and bicycling can contribute to effective transit and park-and-ride programs, it should be
realized that these modes comprise a very small percentage of total travel in the United States. Preliminary results
from the 1990 Nationwide Personal Transportation Study (NPTS) indicate that bicycling accounted for 0.7 percent
of all person trips in 1990 and walking accounted for 7.7 percent of all person trips. In addition, trend data since
1977 indicate that bicycle usage rates have remained relatively flat, while walldng trips declined by 2.6 percent. This
is not to suggest, however, that these modes should be excluded from TOM strategies. In fact, low rates of
bicycling and walking in the United States can be partially attributed to the sprawl-type development associated
with the automobile. TOM strategies promoting pedestrian/bicycle facilities can contribute to increased use of
these modes."
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ADDRESSING THE NEEDS Of THE TRANSPOJ!TATJON D ISADVANTAGED
While the development of pedestrian and bicycle facilit ies can benefit some persons considered to be
transportation disadvantaged (TD), these persons in most cases require more extensive assistance in meeting
mobility needs. Transportation disadvantaged persons are defined in Chapter 427 of the Florida Statutes as:
...those persons who because of physical or
mental disability. income-status, or age or

who for other reasons are unable to
transport themsel ves or to purchase
transportation

and

are_, therefore,

dependent upon others to obtain access to
health care, employment, education,
shopping, social activities. or other lifesus taining activities, or children who are
handicapped or high · risk or a t-risk as
defined in s. 411.202.
This definition covers a broad category of persons.
In 1990. an estimated 5.3 million persons statewide were
elderly, handicapped, or low-income. This potential TO
population. however, includes persons whose mobility needs and abilities vary widely, with a smaller core group
requiring more extens.ivc mobility assistance. That is, non-disabled elderly and low income persons could make
greater use of Improved pedestrian facilities than could severely handicapped persons.
Improvements benefiting TO persons include the installation of sidewalks, curb cuts, pedestrian crossing
signals at c:rosswalks with adequate time cycles to allow slower-moving persons to cross the street, and shelters at
transit boarding points. Such improvements would probably benefit TO persons more by providing access to other
trip modes, such as transit, than by increasing walking as a mode for more than short trips. This is because TD
persons are in some cases frail, cannot walk unassisted. or in extreme instances are severely mobility irnpaired.
4

The lrnplementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act !ADA), enacted in !990, will have a significam
impact on accessible facilities. The Act is a major piece of civil rights legislation that requires the provision of equal
access to facilities and activities by the disabled. and includes mandates affecting transportation. Beginning in
early 1992, public transit operators must provide the same level of service to disabled persons as to the general
riding public by making transit fleets and facilities accessible and by providing paratransit service to those who
cannot use accessible transit. Other provisions of the Act beyond transportation include the removal of
architectural barrie.rs to allow access by the disabled. Compliance with the Act "111 have significant financial impact
on local governments, transit authorities, and developers.
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The mobility needs of TO persons are addressed at the state level by the Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission, comprised of represen tatives of several stare agencies. The TD Commiulon contracts with
Community Transportation Coordinators (CTCs) at the county level to provide complete, cost effective, and
efficient transportation service$ for TO persons.

P EDESTRIAN PROGRAMS AND I NCENTIVES
A local ordinance requiring that certain amenllies be offered to pedestrians when construction or
reconstruction occurs is one method of addressing pedestrian concerns. Such an ordinance can require office and
Industrial parks to have near·slde pedestrian or bicycle access to dty cleaners, banks. drug or convenience stores,
day care centers, and other frequented stores and services. Sidewalks should be placed along both sides of the
roadways to ensure pedestrian safety, access, and mobility. Other t.reatments, such as croMings, overpasses or
underpasses, and aails that Unk residential a.reas, office buildings, and retail centers should also be considered in
these ordinances. Studies have shown that office parks having high levels of worker amen!Ues, including retail,
food.• and service courts, have higher occupancy rates, can charge higher rental rates, and., therefore, can enhance
the tax base of the city. Other evidence shows that the installation of quality pedestrian and bicycle facilities and
supportive land use enhance the value of nearby real estate.
Another method of encouraging non-motorized transportation "'' " is through requirements mandated in the
guidelines for the development of the site plan. The same pedestdan amenities can be addressed in this manner.
Other concems, such as security, convenience, and attracUveness, should also be addressed. Unobstructed lines of
sight, sidewalks, curb cuts, landscaping, or pla:tas are all examples of accommodations that could be included in
site plans to encourage pedestrian travel. Bonus zoning, the practice of providing additional rights to a developer in
exchange for desired pedestrian amenities, has also been
used effectively. This may consist of adding footage to a
building a rea in exchange for an added entrance or an
Increase in Ooor area ratios in exchange for a proporUonate
area of a pedestrian mall."

B ICYCLB PROGRAMS AND INCENTIVES
The same methods cited for pedestrian programs-site
plan requ irements and zoning-also a pply to bicycle
programs. Bicycle facUlties should be incorporated into plans
for reconstruction or improvement, and consideration should
be given to bicycle programs. The cyclist environment is
broader than that of the pedestrian : special equipment is
used, average distance traveled Is greater, and there Is more
Interaction with other vehicles. These elements give rise to
issues such as the need to flow with traffic and the suitable
width and exclusivity of lanes on certain roadways.
Bicycle an d pedestrian programs should, h owever, be
complementary. The interrelation of the modes provides some assurance of accessiblllty and mobility for the
elderly, the disabled, and pedestrians who travel \vith small children.
Zoning ordinances, site plan requirements, ot bonus zoning can all be used to encourage developers to
participate in local bicycle programs. Again, as with pedestrian programs, there are other elements that work to
Improve the effectiveness of bicycle programs. Fortunately, most are low cost, and employees may volunteer time
and support to make the programs successful. Essentials include showers and lockers at the worl< place, secure
bicycle parlc.ing, and convenient access. If employers are to exceed 3% to 5% bicycle commuter rates, other
successful incenUves should be explored, including:
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• "Buddy system" for route planning and early rider training bicycle courses, and
• Company-sponsored bicycle or fitness clubs.
It is possible for employers to get even greater participation through annual bonuses to those employees who

do not use the single-occupant automobile for daily commuting. Bonuses could include, for example, a remrn of
$3.00 to $5.00 per day of non-auto use or an extra 15 minutes' vacation or wellness time to those who choose to
make fitness a pan of their commute mode decision.

FEDERAL AND STATE AssiSTANCE
No specific authorization of federal funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects and programs currently exists;
however, federal aid is usually provided through existing programs or iniriatives, such as the Regional Mobility
Program and federal-aid highway funds. Bicycle projects to be Implemented within urban areas must be included
in the Transportation Improvement Plans (TIPs) prepared by the local Metropolitan Planning Organizations
tMPOs)." Federal-aid highway funds have been used to provide pedestrian and bicycle facilitie.s , either in
conjunction with normal highway construction or improvement or as lndependem projects. However, since these
funds are competitive with all federal-aid highway projects, many states have been reluctant to set aside money for
bicycle and pedestrian projects .
Funding for pedestrian and bicycle projects has also been provided in conjunction with federal mas.~ transir
programs, including funds for bicycle parking and storage facilities (particularly those in conjunction with
passenger shelters or kiosks) and the inclusion of pedestrian and bicycle amenities in and around transit malls. A
number of these malls are viewed as "pedestrian" malls which promote mass transit." Abandoned railroad rightsof-way have also been convened to bike and pedestrian ways, which are sometimes useful for urban trips.
State funding suppon of non-motorized TOM projects is provided through matching funds for federal aid and
state facilities and through commuter assistance programs. Technical assistance and guidance is available through
the FOOT Public Transit Office, the Pedestrian/Bicycle Program, and the dist rict offices'
Multi-Modal Programs. The FOOT Pedestrian/Bicycle Program Office provides guidance to MPOs on the
development of Comprehensive Bicycle Plans. This office also panicipates in plan and program activities as well as
provides guidance to local areas. The FOOT Public Transit Office also maintains a staff to help establish bicycle
commuter centers. Camera-ready marketing materials, bicycle commuter handbooks, architectural plans for
affordable, modular shower and locker centers, planning documents, marketing studies, and other technical
documents \viii soon be available.
Many metropolitan areas in Florida have full-time pedestrian/bicycle coordinators.' These coordinators are
responsible for the development oflocal or regional pedestrian and bicycle transportation plans, the integration of
pedestrian and bicycle programs into all comprehensive land use and transponation plans, the development of
bicycle training programs, motorist awareness programs, and the integration of pedestrian and bicycle facilities
into all new highway construction, reconstruction, and resurfacing projects. Developers are encouraged to work
\vith these coordinators for technical and planning assistance.

DEVELOPER-BASED AMENITIES
Closely associated with the support of non-motorized modes of transponation are private sector or developer·
based initiatives which facilitate the use of alternative modes of transportation, in general. or are deterrents to

singleoccupant automobile use. Developers may also make voluntary contribut ions or proffers to local
governments as a condition of granting development approvals. As a result of the Americans with Disabilities Act
passed in 1990, considerable attention is being given to access and mobility for the disabled. These considerations
provide excellent opportunities to remove architectural barriers. As mentioned earlier, special concerns should be
addressed when planning pedestrian and bicycle programs. This consideration must be extended to other
alternative modes of transportation to encourage their use. The goal is to provide an environment compatible with
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TDM Strdtegies by incorporating various means of
mobilil)• and access into development plans.
The Florida Quality Development Program
CFQD) is an incentive to developers to consider
non-motorized transportation amenities and
mixed-used design of developments. Aside from a
more expeditious review process of completed
applications, the FQD process has the potential to
promote a more cooperative relationship between
the developer and reviewing agencies. A provision
is made for substantial increases in deviation
thresholds. Projects that receive the FQD
designation may use the certification mark for
promotional purposes, which may increase the
marl<etability of the project.
Mixed-mode transportation design a.n d planning generally go hand-in-hand "1th mixed-use development,
which is.• in effect, more efficient land use. Land use density can be good for an area's economy. Acres of free
parking do not generate revenue. Opportunities to provide for a mix of activities should be pursued in development
design and planning. In addition to architectural considerations, the actual mix of businesses or activities can
vastly improve TOM compatibility. For example, the clustering of day care facilities. dry cleaners, pharmacies, and
groceries around residential, institutional, and professional offices or parks reduces the need for auto-based trips.
Hence, mixed-use development combined \vith non-motorized amenities can be a tremendous incentive for nonmotori2ed travel and a significant contributor to the success ofTDM strategies.
SUMJ.I;IARY

Non-motorized modes are an increasingly popular means of personal transportation in the United States.
Employers and public officials should work together to create a physical environment conducive to the use of these
modes and other transportation alternatives. Direct health and economic benefits are associated with bicyclin!
and walking. These benefits, along with environmental issues, traffic congestion, and other concerns, haw
contributed to the increasing acceptance of non-motorized transportation use.
In developing bicycle and pedestrian programs, attention should be gh•en to amenities that increase th<

effectiveness of the programs. Developer-based amenities such as sidewalk placement, near-side access, and th(
mix or clustering of businesses should be designed to ensure safety, attractiveness, and mobility. Consideration o·
non-motorized modes can also be used to support mass transit, to improve mobility for the disabled and elderly
and to sustain other TOM measures.
USDOT is the lead federal agency for funding and technical assista.nce for bicycle and pedestrian programs
FOOT provides assistance through the Commuter Assistance Program and the Pedestrian/Bicycle Program. Loca
assistance can be obtained through FOOT district offices or, in metropolitan areas, the Pedestrian/BicycJ.
Coordinator.
Developers may also be assisted by the Department of Commw1!ty affairs (DCA), particularly when planning '
large development or Development of Regional Impact (DRI). DCA provides an incentive to large developer
through the Flodda Quality Development process. Both ORis and FQDs must address transportation issues in th·
application and planning process. These considerations and others help to ensure that developments ar
"thoughtfully planned to take into consideration Florida's natural amenities, the cost to local government c
providing services to a growing community, and the high quality of life Floridians desire.""
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The TDM measures explored in the previous section represent the initiatives that have proven successful
throughout the United States. However, the success stories that have been discussed have come about through a
carefully considered planning process which, if forsaken. can lead to reduced success of TOM initiatives or the
inability of the measures to have an impact on congestion levels.
One way to avoid this problem is to follow the IDM planning process outlined in this section. This eight-step
process involves a thorough investigation of the reasons for local traffic congestion and then recommends
appropriate TDM strategies to mitigate the problem. In this way, the IDM initiative directly addresses the problem
at band and removes the guesswork that often goes into some IDM approaches.
While TOM planning helps to ensure that the right measures are selected to mitigate problems, it is the
implementation of these measures that leads to improved traffic conditions. Two of the more common
implementation strategies are the adoption of trip reduction ordinances and the formation of transportation
management associations, both of which are discussed in the following sections.

THETDM PLANNING PROCESS
As Florida's communities grapple with
gro"~ng traffic congestion, the need to implement transportation demand management
strategies also grows. Before the appropriate
strategies can be selected and implemented,
however, a eoncerted effort to identify the causes of congestion is needed. The identification of
the causes and the strategies recommended to
mitigate problems are all part of the TOM planning process. This process is a coordinated
approach that includes specific steps related to:
• problem definition
• issue formulation
• data collection
• issue analysis
• setting of goals and objectives
• plan development
• inlplementatlon, and
• plan monitoring and evaluation.
By following these steps, a community,
employer, or 1'MA can develop a s uccessful
TDM program such as those utilized in other
areas of the country.
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~ STEP 1 - PROBLEM D EFINITION
Although it may seem obvious to many, the first step in the planning process focuses on actually
determining that a problem exists. The process is started by defining the mobility problem on a very general level.
such as traffic congestion in a downtown area. Once the basic problem is defined, the planning process is set into
motion. Background research and a schedule should be developed that will address the problem in a timel)•
manner. An advisory or s teering committee can be formed to guide the entire planning process; however. ro assure

success, it is important that an individual be charged with directing the planning process. In the case of an
employer, that person may be the transportation coordinator; in a community it may be a transportation planner;
in a TMA it may be the executive director or the chairman of that organization's Board of Directors.

(~STEP 2- ISSUE FORMULATION

In this step, it is important to better define the key issues so the remaining steps of the process are
directed to achie,~ng the best solullon. With the initial problem defined, it becomes necessary to clearl)• identify
major issues so data collection can be focused on those issues. It may also be necessary to re\•iew relevant

legislation, organi.zatiooal charters, bylaws, or contracts to ensure that formal and informal organizational
requirements are met.

If an advisory or steering committee has been formed to guide the process, it may be appropriate to form
subcommittees to address specific issues. Each subcomminec would concern itself with a patticular aspect of the
problem or a certain phase of the process. Subcommittee organization and related tasks and goals will vary
according to the needs of each problem being addressed.
~.:,;) STEP 3

- DATA CoLLECTION

With the problem better defined and major issues identified, a thorough examination of information
relevant to the problem is required. This information should incJude dara on currem transportarion conditions.

commuter travel patterns and behavior, and general characteristics about the worksite or sen•ice area. The
assessment consists of several aspects:

• A site or service area analysis, which provides a description of the physical characteristics of the
worksite or service area in relation to transportation, including geographic location; proximity to other
worksites, communi\ies, activity centers, or transportation facilities; dimensions of the site or service
area.: types and availability of parking (free, metered, preferential. and bicycle); and location of

pedestrian walkways, enrranceways, bikeways. and bus stops or routes. The site analysis should also
consider factors such as freeway or surface street access, current transit services. and access to parking
structures. Various source materials and tools, such as census tracts, zip codes, or source receptor

areas, may be used in this analysi.s.

• Establishment of baseline data on rravel patterns. As part of a TDM plan, baseline data for average
vehicle ridership lAVR) or vehicle occupancy rates (VOR) will need to be established. The formula for
calculating the AVR is:
AVR = #of EMPLOYEES arriving at worksite between 6 and 10 a.m.
#of VEHICLES arriving at worksite between 6 and 10 a.m.
These data are generally gathered through an employer transportation survey, which may be
conduc[ed by mail, telephone, or in person. or b}• conducting a driveway survey <Jr count. The-baseline
data can also be calculated from community, employee, or service area population data, such as:
• Total number of employees at a worksite or "~thin a service area
• Number of employees on each shift
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• Employee categories, such as professional, clerical, full-time vs. pan·time
• Employee lesidential zipcode information
• Number of employees reporting to work between 6 and 10 a.m.
• Commute modes and patterns
Data on the number of one-way miles employees drive from home to work. as well as infonnation on
lifestyle and driving patterns, can be gathered by means of the employee transportation survey and
then used to calculate vehicle miles of travel (VM"l). These rypes of analyses help to identify critical
mobility issues and congestion points and should be performed on an least an annual basis.
• The periodic employee transportation survey can be a valuable resource in fulfi.lling other data
collection needs. Other uses of the employee transportation survey are:
• Current employee commute patterns, including commuting distance ·(\'Ml), actual mode splits
(proportional breakdown ofrype of vehicle used to get to work), and travel time
• Employee attitudes and needs, including those that favor driving alone
• Employee 11\>;Jlingness to change from driving alone to use of alternative modes of transportation
• Employee attitudes towards variable work hours and telecommuting proglams
An analysis of commuting distance, travel time, mode split, and attitudes towards ridesharing and
other TOM measures helps to identify target markets and strategies and define how a program can be
designed to meet goals. The results of employer and employee surveys and various data analyses aid in
developing and refining objectives and program strategies.

• A description of potential strategies.for increasing mobility, such as appointment of transportation
coordinators and promotion of carpools and vanpools, club buses, preferential parking, and transit
passes. Identifying and understanding the IDM measwes that may potentially assist in mitigating the
mobility problem is essential in devising the proper strategy. Without a working knowledge of the many
options that are available and how they are best used, IDM plans may not be as effective as possible. In
addition to these data collection needs, an additional set of components should be investigated when a
1'0M plan is being developed for a community, an alea of a comm1mity, and, in some cases, for TMA
service areas. The following is an outline of data collection needs for communities and TMAs
drafting TOM plans:
• Peak hour investigations- Peak hour is that 60 minute segment of the day during which the
highest number of vehicles travel along a road segment. Peak hours are usually subdivided into 15·
minute intervals for ease in determining at which point in the day the heaviest traffic loads
occurred. Peak hour studies are useful in TOM planning because they help determine when
congested conditions are at their worst. If TOM measures alleviate congestion at the peak hour,
they should help relieve congestion throughout the day. Peak hour studies are also useful in
determining whicll TOM measures will be most useful. For example, if traffic volumes remain at the
same level between 8 and 9 a.m., flextime and staggered work hours would serve vety little purpose.
• Identification of congested areas-Often, an entire downtown area can suffer congested
conditions because of the traffic problems associated with a two or three block area. If such a
situation exists, targeting more agglessive TOM strategies to this area can alleviate much of the
congestion that occurs in the rest of the downtown.
• Level-of-service determination- Level'of-service is a qualitative measure describing operating
conditions on a roadway or at an intersection. These conditions are generally described in terms of
speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, comfort and convenience of the vehicle operator, and
safety. Bach road segment or intersection receives a level-of-service (LOS) grade ranging from A
(free-flowing traffic) to F (approaching gridlock) based on these conditions. WS information is
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useful because it gives a good indication of which road segments in the area are presenting the
most mobility problems. Thus. these areas can become targets for TDM measures.
• Demographic trends-Demographic trends within the defined area are important because they
can be used to target pmemial problem areas that need furthet researc h. They can also be useful in

developing TDM strategies because they help determine what kinds of people will be served and
identify potential areas where future gro\'l.rth may take place.
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STEP 4 - ISSUE ANALYSIS
Onc.e the necessary data are collected, the next step in the process is to analyze the information to get a

better understanding of the problem and how mitigation measures may be devised. When this step is complete,
two items should have been developed. The first of these is a list of findings. This list will guide the TDM
planner as the goals and objectives, plan elements, and implementation strategies are developed. This list can
also be used for public information purposes as well. Because the list is a synopsis of existing conditions based
on quantitative measures. persons interested in developing TDM measures will have the support document
necessary to justify such programs.
The second item to be developed at this stage is a detailed analysis of the data and how they relate to the major
issues. While the list serves as a review ofthe data collected, the analysis process attempts to clarify and fully define
the problem so that the remaining steps of the planning process are-focused on solving the problem.
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~~ STEP 5 - GoALS AND OBJECTIVES
While some professionals might argue that the setting of goals and objectives should take place very
early in the planning process, waiting until after data collection and analysis makes seuse for several reasons. First,
very specific goals ••td objectives can be formulated to address the problems identified. Goals developed very early
in the process are usually fairly general and are based on perceptions rather th.an actual problems. Second, goals
and objectives developed at very early stages of the process often have to be revised after the data analysis has been
completed. Goals formulated after the data has been analyzed should not require modification. Thin~ early goals
and objectives tend to focus data coll~ction efforts on proVing that the early assumptions about the problem
were correct. By walling to develop goals and objectives, the problem helps to actually define bow we will
develop solutions.

~STEP 6- PLAN D EVEWPMENT
Once mitigation techniques have been focused on spec_ific problems, it is necessary to develop a more

detailed plan for each technique. Generally, the plan examines each goal and, using the objectives as a guide,
develops mitigation techniques tailored to achieving the goal.
In addition to the conceptual plan, it may be necessary to develop policy and organizational
recommendations to ensure that the plan elements are achieved. This could take on the form of a transportation
management association or the continued existence of the adviso1y committee. In any event, the plan should

specify re,iew mechanisms that guarantee the plan being updated at specillcd times or when major changes in
land use or the local economy takes place.

E!:J

STEP 7 - IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation focuses on
de,,eloping specific strategies for
achieving the plan's recommendations.
This is generally done by specifying who
will ~arry out each component of the
plan or by detailing the specific action
that will need to take place in order for
the plan co.,mponent to occur. For
example, a transportation management
associa tion may be developed to
market the availability of transit
serVices in the congested area to each
major employer to inform them about
specific routes and schedules.
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At th is step of the process,

appropriate guidelines s hould also be
developed to ensure that all strategies are implemented in a timely manner. The guidelines may also focus on
·developing criteria for the make-up of any suggested advisory boards or new steering committees.
Finally. the implementation strategy may also focus on developing components such as a trip reduction

ordinance, a commuter assistance agency, or a transportation management agency. These components can
be developed as part of the plan or can be developed by other groups or agencies provided that they follow
the goals, plan recommendations, and implementation guidelines that have been detailed through the
planning process.
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~;;~STEP 8 -PLAN MONITORING AND EVALUATION
At a minimum, all steps of the planning process should be reviewed on an annual basis. Elements of the
plan, particularly the employee and employer assessments, may need to be updated to determine. changes and to

ensure that as congestion is relieved in one area it is not simply being displaced to another.
As new issues emerge or displacemems o ccur, it may be necessary to redefine or modify program goals and

objectives. In the case ofTMAs, a mechanism should be in place to allow a formal adoption of changes to the goals
and objectives.

SUMMARY
It is important to note that the process is one of taking a broad view of a particular problem and then

systematically refining and addressing the Issue until it is resolved. By building on the work already completed in
the previous step. the project stays focused and is more easily managed. In this way, the mitigation of traffic
problems has been addressed through a professional and thorough methodology and has a better chance of
achieving its goal.
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RIP REDU CTION
ORDINANCES

•

TOM measures are an effective way for local jurisdiction~ to reduce traffic congestion and improve mobility.
However, while local governmems may have the desire to reduce traffic volumes or Improve roadway levels of
service, the success of such programs depends on private sector partlcipatio~l . Prior to the 1980s, local
governments relied on the voluntary cooperation of the private sector for the success ofTDM initiatives. In areas
where traffic congestion was an easily-perceive d problem, voluntary cooperation was achieved at a fairly
saUsfactocy level. In areas where traffic problems were not as readily apparent, it was difficult to generate voluntary
cooperation, and the success ofmM measures was marginal.
In the 1980s, the climate foriDM changed. Localities identified Increased demand for new roadways. Ho,.,-ever,
economic constraints often left localities unable to fund additional infrastructure; as a result, they began to explore
a lternative ways to manage demand, such as the
Implementation of trip reduction ordinances (1R0s).
Trip reduction ordinances are government mandates
which require that traffic congestion be reduced in certain
areas through implementation of a series of TOM measures.
Generally, a TRO will require a certain group or individual,
usually a major employer or a developer of a large business
complex. to devise and implement measures a imed at
reducing the n umber of single occupant veh icle trips
generated to and from a given location.
In 1984, the first two TROs appeared in California-<>ne
in Los Angeles and the other in Pleasanton. While only the
Pleasanton ordinance remains, It was the initial success of
these two in itiatives that brought TROs into the
transportation limelight. Today, over 50 TROs are in effect
across the country. Most were developed to address traffic in
municipalitie s; however, county-wide and regional
ordinances have also been developed.
California and New Jersey are two states that have
d rafted legislation whic h allows or requires local
governments to enact TROs. California has adopted the most stringent state codes to address traffic congestion,
with legislation requiring that all counties \\1th 50,000 or more inhabitants to develop and implement a congestion
management plan. In New Jersey, legislation requires the state DOT to develop a traffic management program
which applies to employers of 100 or more and counties designated as having highly congested roadway
conditions. In Florida, the City of Orlando has developed an ordinance that uses a zoning overlay district to
mitigate traffic congestion in its downtown area.
TROs can be an effective way for local and regional governments to implement trip reduction measures, but
they may not be appropriate in all a.reas. Most TROs in effect today are in high growth areas where serious
congestion and air quality problems exist. If a TRO is being considered for a community, however, several points
should be considered in its development.
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DEVEWPING A TRIP REDUCTION ORDINANCE
TROs are usually developed in one
of two ways: (a) they may be one of
several strategies developed as a part of

the TOM planning process, or (b) they
may be developed through the political
process as the result of a local or state
legislative mandate. If the ordinance is
developed through the political process,
there must be assu rance that the

ordinance addresses the problem at
hand . Regardless of the reasons for
drafting a TRO, basic decisions are
required prior to developing an effective
mandale. These include:
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• Jnltiat.ion aJld DeV"elopme-nt
Active Propooed
of the Ordinance-A
community should nor
develop an ordinance
without soliciting input from business leaders or developers. The most effective TROs are generally
those which involve business leaders and developers in the development process, since they are often
the ones expected to implement the ordinance. Determining the optimal organizational framework for
a given area depends on the unique circumstances within the area, and care must be taken to ensure aU
affected groups have an oppommity to provide input du1ing the development phase. Without such input,
it may be difficult to achieve acceptance of the ordinance. both from a political and operational standpoinL

• Ordinance Coverage and Affected Parties-Most THOs are developed to mitigate traffic congestion for
a defined geographic area. As part of the initial decisionmaking process, it is necessary to delineate the

specific geographic area to be encompassed by the ordinance. In some cases, the ordinance covers the
central business districr, \'lthile in others it may be a one~ mile wide strip along a major urban corridor.
Generally, the TRO covers only those areas suffering from traffic congestion; however. it may also
include areas ln which sigttlficant new developmem is expected to occur. Major employers and developers
are the groups most often asked to implement TI)M measures; however. the decision regarding which
groups "111 be subject to the ordinance is determined in part by the objective of the ordinance.
• Participation Hequirements-Participation in TnOs generally takes one of three forms: (1) Volrmrary
programs ask. major employers and/or developers to participate in and/or implement TDM measures.
No requirements arc set forth to ensure compliance; rather, it is assumed each party in the affected
area will make a good faith effort to implement specific strategies. With this approach, developers or
employers are offered incentives to bring them into compliance; (2.1 Mandatory programs require an
employer or developer to comply with the requirements of the ordinance. When the mandatory
appl'oach is used. ir is a fairly common practice for the jurisdiction requiring compJiance to provide
some form of technical assistance regarding TOM measures; and (3) Volumarylmandatory

parlicipaJion programs are a combination of the first two approaches in which the TRO sets a particular
standard to be achieved on a voluntary basis by the affected parties. If the slandard is not met within a
specjfied time frame. participation in the requirements of the ordinance becomes mandatory.

• Ordinance Goa.ls-TROs are developed to reduce uaffic congestion, and the goals of the ordinance are
usually stated in u~rms of a specific target strategy. GoaJs can be general or specific but should be set so
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as to reduce traffic congestion by targeting a particular standard which can be quantllied through a
fairly simple visual or written survey technique.
• Length of Time Needed to Achieve Compliance-A lthough most TROs require each employer or
developer to meet the program guidelines wlrhln the first year and then maintain that level for the
duration of the ordinnnr.e, other TROs phase guidelines so the final standard is achieved after a period
of time. In developing a TRO, the need for phasing is dependent on the severity of the reduction goal.
• Ordinance Requirement& -Each TRO requires that an employer and/or developer take certain actions
in order to help mitigate traflic congestion. While lhe mandated actions vary from ordinance to
ordinance, most require one or more of the following four components: (I) the designation of a
transportation coordinator to assist commuters in selectlng alternative transportation modes; (2) the
dissemination or information, in which employc_rs arc required to make alternntJvc transportation
information available to their employees or arc required to distribute such Information; (3) the
collection of data, In which the employer is required to maintain information on how employees are
getting to work; and (4) the implementatio n of TOM measures, In which employers must develop
specific programs such as preferential parking.
• Ordinance Management-T ROs can be managed in two ways: through a public/private task force
made up of municipal representatives and representatives of major employers and developers or
through jurisdictional responsibiliry. Management involves development or technical support
ptograms, review and npptaval ofTDM plans, monitoring of compliance, serving as advisor on
ordinance revision to municipal boards, and training ofliTCs.
• Ordinance Ftm<Ung- Most local ordinances are funded through a general fund budget appropriation.
However, an increasing number of localities fund ordinance programs through fees and available
transportation granrs. In some instances, local ordinances require that a TDM plan submission fee be
charged to cover the cost of review and first year program costs, with an annual program renewal fee.
• Ordinance Enforcement-W hile a TRO may set specific goals for a defined area, It Is dillicult and unfair
to penalize individual affected parties for failing to attain area-wide goals. in most cases, enforcement
Is limited to ensuring that o rdinance requirementS for individual companies are being meL and if not,
penalties are incurred. Penalties targeted at existing employers usually take the form of fines or the
requitement of implementing more stringent ~M measures. Penalties targeted at developers are
usually tied to tile permit process. Failure to submit a TDM plan or to implement the approved TDM
plan can lead to the denial of a building or occupancy permit or having those permits revoked.

SUMMARY
A TRO can be an effective way for local and regional governments to implement trip reduction measures. It
should be carefully de1•eloped with the input of the business community. Proper planning, funding, management,
and ettforcement of a TRO can lead to successful implementation ofTDM measures to reduce traflic congcsti.o n.
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RANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS

••••

Across !he nation, a major new approach to addressing transportation needs has emerged In the form of
transportation management associations ('fMAs), grassroots organizations formed to address mobility needs in
local high activity centers. TMAs are formed to provide a forum by which building owners. local merchants,
developers, local policymakers, and public sector agencies can collectively implement policies and programs to
improve mobility within an area. Many TMAs have formed in California, spurred on by ·rnos, and olhers are
emergJng in New Jersey, suburban Washington, D.C., and recently in the state of Florida.
There are now more than 100 T!v!As nationwide, serving as a vital resource to address energy, growtil
management, air quality, and congestion problems chrough implementation of a variety of TOM strategies. T!v!As
allow their public and private sector members Ule opportunity to form a partnership to establish programs,
policies, and services to resolve local and regional transportation problems.
The need for TMAs stems from the realization that the business community can have an important Influence
on the implementation ofTDM solutions. Employers have a vested interest in assisting employees with programs
that improve or enhance commuting needs. The public sector has the ability to supply solutions and pass
regulations that require or encourage the business community to change employee commuce habits. The
involvement and support of the private sector is an lmponant component to ensure the Implementation of a
· successful TDM program. The sqccess of the T!viA Is ultimately the responsibility of the private and public sector
members who govern the organization.
t here have been a number of articles and books written by Tt.>IA practitioners and members of the
transportation profession on the development of a T!v!A. However, there are no precise blueprints fur a T!v!A; the
funding mechanisms, purpose, membership, and size of each Tli>IA must be tailored to local needs.
FOOT is encouraging TMA formation by providing three-year seed funding for development. Several have been
formed or are developing in Orlando, Ft. Lauderdale, Tampa. Winter Haven, Maitland/Altamonte Springs,
Jacksonville, and l';!iarni. Florida TMAs are emerging as a vital resource for the implementation of a variety ofTDM
strategies, such as the promotion and implementation of carpooling, vanpooling. and buspooling; employer
subscription bus service; transit shuttles; guaranteed ride home programs; alternative work hours; parking
management; assistance to TMA member orga.nlzadons In the development of TDM plans; and other measures
almed at employers and commuters within the TMA service area.

FWRlDATMAs
The following

are brief descriptions ofT!v!As which have been developed or are being developed In f lorida.

Westshore TMA: The Tampa Bay area is the site of one of
Florida's five TMAs. Incorporated In October 1989, the
Westshorc T!v!A officially began operations In January
1990 in a highly concentrated urban area comprising over
70,000 employees. Presently, there are limited
WESTSHORE TRANSPOIID\TION
MANAGEMEN'l' ASSOCIATION
opportunities for expanding existing roadways In the
Westshore area; as a result, local businesses working
lhrougb the Westshore T!v!A have recognized the need to optimize use of existing lransportation
infrastructure. ln addition to traditional ridesbaring. the TMA is promoting pedestrian Improvements
throughout the area, a noon-time shuttle service connecting employment centers with
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shopping/restaurant areas, and designated preferential parking for carpools and vanpools. The TMA
staff works closely with the City of Tampa to identify traffic signalization geometric improvements for
Westshore intersections. Recently, the TMA instituted a Guaranteed Ride Home program for member
employees which has been a big success.
University Activity Center Transportation Association (UACTA): UACTA was formed in September 1989
to address traffic concerns in the area surrounding the University of Central Florida. The University has
an enrollment of 2.5,000+ students. of which 24,000 are considered commuter students. In addition. the
Central Florida Research Park, a major office park development which is adjacent to the campus,
employs approximately 12,000 workers. The office park
development tOOk the lead role in the formation of the TMA,
with the Research Park Manager serving as Chairman of the
TMA. The TMA has enjoyed enormous success and has
convinced University officials to stagger class schedules to
help alleviate congestion on surrounding highways. In
addition. TMA -staff assisted in the implementation of a
shuttle system which transports commuters to and from the
Uni\'ersity of Central Florida campus.

U.A.CT.A.

Downtown Orlando Transportation Management Association: The Downtown Orlando TMA was
formed in October 1990 in response to a DRI recommendation. The Greater Orlando Chamber of
Commerce and the community redevelopmcm agency came together to discuss ways of preventing
transportation in the downtown area from becoming a problem. The TMA takes a pro-active stand on
all transportation issues in the downtown Orlando area. Unlike many major downtown areas, Orlando
does not have parking problems. There is an abundance of parking in the downtown area, with over
80% of the businesses downtown offering free parking. TMA staff promotes vanpooling, ridesharing,
alternative work hours, and transportation allowances. First-year efforts have included a survey of
downtown employers to encourage
ridesharing modes and strengthen the
downtown trolley system. A challenge facing
the TMA is the large percentage of government
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT AssociATION
workers in the downtown work force.

Downtown

The Capital City Transportation Management Association: FDOT and the Florida Energy Office (FEO)
contracted with the Center for Ur ban Transportation Research (CUTRl in the planning and
implementation of a TMA for the Capital Center area of Tallahassee. CUTR joined forces 'vitb Florida
State University <FSU) to implement this TMA based on recommendations contained in the
comprehensive plan for the City of Tallahassee. The evolution of this
TMA was based on the steering committee approach, which
originated with the New Jersey DOT during the initial formation of
the Cross County Connection TMA in Southern New Jersey. To
initiate the TMA, a one-day conference was held which featured
presentations by TMA experts from throughout the country.
Attendees included developers, area business owners, legislative
representatives. government officials, and neighborhood associations.
The purpose of the conference was to expose t11e public and private
sectors in Tallahassee to the benefits of a TMA and solicit their support for the TMA concept. The
conference generated a substantial amount of enthusiasm and resulted in the formation of a grassroots
steering committee comprised of conference auendees. Operating under the guidance of FSU and CUTR,
the TMA Board and steering commiuee have designed an organizational framework, a marketing
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program, and a work plan for the TMA. FSU provides staff support to the Board and work.~ to encourage
suppon from members for the start-up of TOM strategies and programs.

TMA D EVBLOPMENT
Th1As are formed for a variety of reasons, which tend to fall into three categories: (a) to mitigate traffic in a
particular area; (b) to encourage the private and public sectors to work together to form poUcles and programs
aimed at Improving the mobility ..,;thin a given area; and (c) to respond to an existing ordinance and/or air quaUty
problem.
There are many factors and situations that warrant the development of a TMA, including:
• A ·concentration of employment within a well-defined geographical area, with a large number of
employers that allows for a substantial base for a rldcshare matching system;
• Projections that existing or anticipated traffic congestion Is t'lr will be intolerable;
• A member of the private sector or business community who leads the effort for the formation of the
TMA and can convince fellow area employers
to participate;
• A group of individuals, which may Include
legislators, businessmen, merchants, developers, and private citizens, who perceive
there may be direct benefit from participation in a TDM program;
• A regulatory environment that requires or
rewards participation in a TDM program.

TMA D EVBWPMENTAL ACTIVITIES
Developmental activitiC$ refer to the steps necessary
to take a TMA from Inception to operations. Patience,
conmlltment, and motivation are necessary virtues of all
parties involved in the development process. Experience
indicates the formation process may take anywhere from
six months to two years or more. If the public sector takes
•
the lead In the formation oftlie TMA. much of the start-up
process involves educating and obtaining commitments
from the private sector. If the private sector inlllates the
process, the start-up process involves obtaining
commitments from public sector representatives and
securing funding commitments from the public and
private sectors. It is essential that the public and private
sectors not only accept the concept of a TMA but also get
involved In the formulation and development of TMA
goals and objectives and mission statement. It Is essential
for the key players to be fully aware of the role the TMA
will have within the community and to understand the
local transportation situation and alternatives wWch could
help to Improve the situation. The following outllnes the
spedfic actions to be taken and issues to be ad~ in
the d~velopment of a TMA.

First-Year Work Plan: A TMA work plan outlines th e goals and objectives for the TMA and serves as a guide for
the activities of the organization. Preparation of the TMA work plan is the key component or the development
phase and in establishing an operational framework. First-~ar work plans wiD differ from subsequent years and
should Include:
• Missio n Statement: The mission statement should be concise, dearly stating the reason for the TMA's
existence, and outlining the general goals otthe organization.
• Goals and Objectives: This should focus on overall objectives and specific targets or goals for first-year
opemtions. There also should be reference to Florida growth management laws, air quality, and TDM.
• Marketing Plan: The marketing plan should create an Identity for the Tl\.fA and o u tline the means for
promoting the TMA to tho commuting public. II should describe activities to be undertaken by the Tl\.fA
In the areas of advertising and promotion.
• Detailed Bu dget: The budget wiD outline potencial sources and uses of funds necessary to accompUsh
the goals and objectives for first-year operations. Tite budget should clearly idenrify public and private
funding including in-kind services.
• TMA Services: This 'viii outline and describe the services to be offered by the TMA, Including services
such as rideshare matching. vanpool sen'ices, guaranteed ride home, assistance In development of
TDM programs, etc.
• Monitoring/Eva luallon: Performance measures must be established during the first year to monitor
and evaluate the effectiveness of the TMA's programs.

Legal Status: TMAs often evolve out of ad hoc groups which decide to formalize efforts and create a publicprivate partnership. The legal status of the TMA determines '"hcthcr it is able to solic.it non·taxable contributions
and undertake lobbying activities. The provisions of the IRS Code relative to non-profit corporations designate
three typeS of organizations which are applicable to TMAs:501(c)3, 501(c)4, and 501(c)6.
Board of Directors: TMAs arc usually governed u nder the auspices of a .Board of Directors comprised of public
and private sector members. Including empl o~rs. developers, land owners, building managers, neighborhood
assoclntlons, and others. Board responsibilities include setting policy and programs for the organi~ation. The
Board often employs an Executive Director, who reports directly to the IJoard, to implement policies and programs
outlined by the Board. In addition to the TMA Executive Director, the TMA may employ staff who function under
the direction of the Executive Director.
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Membership: T!v!As are usually membership organizations designed to assist the members in implementing a
commute management program. Members normally pay an annual fee, which entitles tl>em to sen~ces outlined by
the Board. TMAs may include a wide variety of members, some of whom fund the association and otheiS who are
merely interested or influential parties. ln some instances,_those funding the TMA are the only ones given voting
representation. Others, such as inOuential public sector agencies, may sit on the T~li\ Board but are likely to serve
in an ex-officio non-voting capacity.
Funding: Funding for th.e TMA may come from a variety of sources. As a public/private sector partnership, the
public and private sectors generally will proVide both monetary and in-kind contributions such as supplies, office
furniture, and office space to sustain TMA operations. While membership fees generate revenue, additional
sources of funds are available to TMAs. As noted earlier, FDOT admio.isters a TMA grant program to assist in _the
development of TMAs. In addition, the U.S. Department of Transportation, through the Federal Transit
Administration (PTA), offers T!vli\ grants through the Suburban Mobility Initiatives Program. Public seed funding is
also an important catalyst to TMA development. Additional funding may also be available through various
corporate endowments and foundations. Although this t)'Pe of assistance is available, self-sufficiency through
contr:ibutions and funding from the private sector should be a goal ofmostTMAs.

SUMMARY
TDM is the way of the future. Tlvli\s are one of the mechanisms for achieving meaningful TOM activities.
Because of their unique ability to inlplemeot traffic management programs in their specific geographic areas,
Florida Tlvli\.s have been successful in educating the citizens of Florida on the benefits ofTDM techniques, growth
management legislation, and air quality.
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STATE PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION
The enactment of the Grov.<tb Management Act and executive support of this legislation have been looked
upon as a linkage between capital improvements and land use planning at the state, regional, and local levels. • The
state planning process and the Growth Management Act require that a number of state agencies coordinate and
cooperate in the scheduling of public service delivery and public facilities. These agencies-the departments of
Commerce, Community Affairs, Environmental Regulation, Labor and Employment Security, and
Transportation-are attempting to manage growth through a variety of strategies and measures, including
transportation demand management.'
The 1989 State Comprehensive Plan was enacted as Chapter 187 of the Florida Statutes. Several policies and
goals of the Plan provided impetus for TOM, including those set forth in the Transportation, Air Quality, and
Energy sections of the Plan. Specifically stated in the Transportation section i.s the foll0\,1ng directive: "Promote
ridesharing by public and priv-.1te sector employees."
In 1989, the Florida Department of Community Affairs '(DCA) adopted the State Land Development Plan. Th.e
Plan established the followingTDM objective: "By 1995, increase by 25% the use of public transportation systeros,
carpools and vanpools, and rail service to reduce dependency on the single -occupant automobile.• Also
recommended are incentives to encourage ridesharing.
Also in 1989, the final report of the Governor's Task Force on Urban Growth Patterns was published. The report
made specific recommendations regarding transportation demand management, including the establishment of a
clea.ringhouse to provide TDM information and technical support; the provision of state funding for the
development of TMAs; the requirement that all Developments of Regional Impact (ORis) plan for and fund
adequate TDM measures; and the requirement that TDM measures be specifically Identified in Local
Comprehensive Plans.
As a result of these dh:ectives, a variety of programs aimed at implementing transportation demand

management strategies have been established by state agencies. The following are brief descriptions of those
agencies and programs and the roles they play in easing congestion on our highways, protecting and preserving
our environment, and managing growth in our state.
FLORIDA D EPAilTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

The Florida Departmen t of Community Affairs (DCA) is one of the smallest state
agencies, but its activities impact the life of every Floridian. DCA is the state's liaison with
local governments for housing and community development, emergency management,
and growth management. Growth management laws designate DCA as the state land
planning agency, and the agency administers several programs that directly affect
growth management or indirectly provide services through cooperative agreements or
coordination efforts with other state department~.
Tile following are DCA programs that relate to TDM:
Developments of Regional Impact (ORis)
DRis are developments that exceed specific size thresholds. For example, office parks occupying more than 30
acres or encompassing more than 300,000 square feet of gross floor area are considered to be DRis. Since 1973,
·•

.
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ORis have been s ubject to a comprehensive review of regional impact prior to local government approval.
Developers must fully analyze the impacts of their projects on public facilities and se";ces and must then outline
measures n ecessary to mitigate any adverse impacts. This Includes forecasting traffic impacts on regionally
significant roadways and identifying necessary road improvements to n>ain tain roadway level-of-service standards.
Where impacts of a project are both significant and advel$e, developers become responsible for financing a ponion
or road lmprovemems.
Guidelines for ORI Applications states that developers. where applkable, shall identify transpona tlon system
management (TSMJ alternatives that will be used to mitigate impacts. Developers must indkate what provisions
will be made for "sidewalks. bicycle paths, internal shunles. ridesharing. and public transit ... for the movement of
people by means other than the private automobile."
Armed with these guidelines. regional planning councils are recommending that developers include TOM
measures in their projects or at least justify levels of ridcsharlng or transit use assumed in their travel forecasts.
Man)' local governments are responding by incorporating TOM requirement,' into th eir DR! Development Orders.
Florida Quallry Developmen ts
Developments that would otherwise be classified as ORis may qualify for the florida Quality Development
Program (FQD). The FQD Program offers an expedited review o f projects. In return, developers must meet certain
requirements t.h at do not apply to ORis. including the incorporation of quatiry design features into their projects.
To qualifY as an FQO, a project must accumulate a set number of points, with individual design fea tures each
assigned a number of points. One qualiry design feature is TSM, defined by Rule 9)-28 of the Florida statutes to
include: •... mass transit, access management, TOM, and the facilitation of pedestrian movement or the non·
automotive bi\Sed con,-eyance of people between land uses. •
Local Comprehensive Plans
With the passage of the Local Government Comprehensive Planning Act of 1975. local Florida governments
were required for the first time to adopt local comprehensive plans (LCPs) outlining how they wanted their
communities to grow. Wh ile ground b reaking. this Act was perceived as ineffective because it con tained no
enforcement mechanism. The enforcement mechanism was created "1th the passage of the l.ocal Government
Comprehensive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act (the Growth Management Act) of 1905, the store's
landmark growth management law. DCA was given the power to review local comprehensive plans for compliance
with all provisions of state law. and JocaJ governments whose plans were found not in compHancc could lose their
allocations of state revenue sharing funds.
The 1985 law introduced two novel requirements that have become the p illars of growth managementconsistency and concurrency. Both have implications for TOM. As required by the Growth Management Act, local
comprehensive plans must provide for adequate infrastructure concurrent with the impacts of developments. a
requ irement k nown as concurrency. Adequacy is defined by level -of-service standard s, adopted by local
governments as pan of their LCPs. No development order o r permit may be issued if levels of service w111 be
degraded below adopted level ·of·ser\'ice standards. Since TOM measures can moderate peak-hour traffic. they
could help localities meet concurrency requirements at a relatively low cost. In congested, fiscally S!rapped urban
areas. implementation ofTDM may emerge as the only means of avoiding development moratoria.
Florida En ergy Office (FEO)
The Florida Energy Office. formerly named the Governor's Energy
Office, opera tes under the auspices of the Florida Department of
Community Affairs. The Florida Energy Office is working with o ther state
and local agencies to realize i ts objectives of reduced energy
consumption and efficient utilization of energy resources in our state.
FEO curremly funds a number of TOM projects, including the Capital
7()- Commute Alttmatfws Systems Handbook
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City TMA In Tallahassee; Bay Area Commuter Services, a commuter assistance program serving the Tampa
Bay area; the Florida TMA Clearinghouse; the "Integration of Commute Alternatlve·s Into the Growth
Management" {CASH) project; and a number of other TDM projects conducted in cooperation with the
Florida Department ofTr:ansportation.
FLoRIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

As a result of significant population growth and development, our state transportation
system Is challenged by suburban development trends, central city revitalization and
infill, concurrency requirements, and fumre energy and environmental i,m pacts.' In order
to provide for the stare transportation system within liul framework of the Growth
Ma.n agement Act, FOOT plans and administers numerous programs that include TDM
measures as integral components.
FDO'l' Is charged by statute to construct, improve, maintain, and operate the state transportation system and to.
assist local government transportation systems. FOOT's Office of Public Transportation administers several
programs designed to address commuter assistance and growth management in Florida. It coordinates these
programs and assists in the implementation of other TOM strategies with vatious state agencies, local government,
and the private sector. Specific programs administered by the FOOT Office of Public Transportation include:
Regional Commuter Services: FOOT funds the creation of regional commuter assistance pi'Ogl'&ros {CAPs),
including Bay Area Commuter Services (BACS) in the Tampa Bay area and Gold Coast Commuter Services in
southeast Florida. Plans are under way for the establishment of CAPs in the Orlando/Melbourne/Daytona Beach
area and ln Jacksonville. These organi2ations will form the nucleus of the Florida Commuter Assistance Program.
.
Small Urban and Rural Commuter Services: These programs operate as a vital link between state and local
governments, especially in rural areas where they provide an Important service that not only benefits the general
population but can also entice new industry to the area. FOOT currently funds the operation of the following Small
Urban and Rural Commuter Services:
• Suwanee Valley Commuter Assistance, serving Live Oak
• Taylor/Madison County Commuter Assistance Program, sen>ing Perry and Madison counties
• West fllorida Commuter Services, serving the Panhandle area
Plans are under way for developing a program In Sarasota.
Transportation ManagernentAssoclallons ITMAs): PDOT provides start-up funds for the establishment of area
TMAs through the TMA Grant Program, whlch Is administered by FOOT District Public Transportation managers.
This Is an on-going program identified within the FOOT five-year work program and provides stan-up funds to
eUglble TMAs on a yeai-to-year basis for a maximum of three years.
Pedestrian/Bicycle Programs: Through FOOT's Pedestrian/ Bicycle Program, funds are provided to promote
these alternative modes of transportation. Bicycle and pedestrian amenities are usually provided \vithln normal
highway rights-of-way, but specialized treatments such as cross-walks, sidewalks, wide-curb lanes, and bicycle
lanes have also been p rovided, where appropriate. These modes are being promoted as critical features of
employment and acth>ity center development. In addition, the Florida Department of Transportation contracted
with Florida State University for the establishment of the Florida Bicycle Commuter Center, which will work ""th
Interested employers and developers statewide to develop amenities for tlte bicycle and pedestrian commute.
Park-nnd-Ride Lot Programs: In 1982, FOOT initiated a Park-and-Ride Program to provide organized aod safe
parking for vehicles. Initially, the lots were const.ructed on publicl)•-ov,;ned land such as rights-of-way, park lands,
and other parcels. Today this program provides for the construction of park-and-ride lots. Funds are also set aside
for park-and-ride promotion and program monitoring. Park-and-ride facilities are coordinated in cooperallon with
CAPs. TMAs, and transit operators.

Trans it Corridor Program: FOOT provides demonstration project funding to reduce traffic congcslion along
specific urban corridors. with special priority given to those identified in the Florida Transportation Plan. The
Transit Corridor program permits the purchase of rolling stock. rights-of-way for transit and traffic Improvements,
and marketing and operating costs.
Florida TMA Clearinghous e: FOOT established the Florida TMA
Clearinghouse through a contract with the Center for Urban Transportation
ltesearch (CUTRI at the Un iversity of South Florida. The program began In July
1991 to promote a nd assist in the develop ment of area TMAs and CAPs
U1roughout the state of Florida. Currently funded by the Florida Energy Office
and the florida Department of Transportation, the Clearinghouse produces a
quarterly, nationally distributed newsletter in cooperation with the
Association for Commuter Transportation . a national organization for TOM
professionals. The aearingbouse also houses an information center at CUTR
that includes a computerized bibliography ofTOM/TMA materials. Evaluation and monitoring criteria for Florida
TMAs are being developed under this program.

A

Other Programs: In addition to Commuter Assistance Programs, the FOOT Office of Public Transportation
administers state projects that suppon urban and rural b us or public transit systems, fixed guide way systems, and
para transit systems. Public transit can be an efficient TOM strategy when combined with appwprlatc land use a nd
other measures. Fixed guideway systems, such as light rail, heavy rail, and automated guideways. are also effective
measures In high density population or employment areas. Paratransl! systems, vans, small buses, or taxi services
are also practical conveyances for TOM measures. FOOT also parlicipates in the coordination of intermodal transit
planning as well as In the process used for the development of local government and regional comprehensive
plans.
R EU\TilD PROGRAMS, AGENCIES, AND D EPARTMENTS
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission: The Transportation Disadvanta ged ('I'D) Commission was
established In 1989 "to implement an expanded program for tho provision of coordinated and specialized
transportation services to the elderly, handicapped and economically disadvantaged cl!izens of Florida."' The TO
Commission works with the FOOT Office of Public Transportation. metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs),
Designated Official Planning Agencies, and Community Transportation Coordinators to pro•ide transportation
services through the use of individual vehicles, vans. small buses. and taxi services. These services are included in
the comprehensive planning process. The Family Support Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act significantly
impact the TO Commission and the implementation ofTDM strategies In general, in that they direct an Increase in
the demand for transportation services. This increase makes it important that TO services and TOM strategies are
carefully coordinated.
Highway Program: FOOT's Highway Program is required by state statute to "reduce congestioll on the state
transportation system, the generation of pollutants, and fuel consumption .... "' FOOT works in conjunction with the
Department of Community Affairs to develop and adopt coordinated rules for level of service and concurrency
management and to implement an integrated land use and transportation process to improve mobility.
Rallnntermod:o l Program: In developing alternatives to automobile use. consideration must be given to all
modes of t:ransportation. The use of rail for intra-state t:ravel is rising. Including commuter applications and local
high speed applications. These initiatives arc products of local governments and/or the private sector. The state
coordinates these projects through Ute planning process, including coordination of public and private rail planning
and the local comprehensive planning process. Dense development along rail corridors which enhance the value of
rail and other public transportation modes is e ncouraged. The state also looks to the purchase o f abandoned
railroad rights-of-way for future transportation use. State funding Is provided to support the development of
commuter and intercity rail passenger services.
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Aviation Linkages: Hapid population growth impacts airport capacity as well as congestion on roads that
access airports. Airports can also be large employment centers or be located near such centers, further contributing
to conge<>'tion. The state considers transportation projects that support intermodallinkages to the state's larger and
busier airport$ to be of high priority. Surface access and air capacity needs are included in the planning process.
Department of Commerce: A priority issue of the Department of Commerce is ro be a full partner in Florida's
growth management effort. The Department, through tb.e DMsion of Economic Development, directs a variety of
programs aimed at enhancing Florida's economic base through diversification, improved employment
opportunities, and retention and expansion of existing businesses.
Tourism, the largest generator of sales tax revenues, is the state's most Important industry. Annually, Florida is
host to over 40 million visitors. Tourists utilize a number of alternative transportation modes in many of the state's
vacation and recreation areas. 'fD!'vf strategies such as shuttles, buspools, and vanpools can be combined with
private development and public access to decrease congestion and enhance accessibility to these areas.
Department of Environmental Regulation (DER): The key issues identified by DER that most directly involve
TOM measures are environmental education, alr quality, global warming. and ozone depletion. DER place major
emphasis on prevention of environmental damage and a~tively promotes environmental education programs as a
means of pollution prevention.
The Clean Air Act of 1990 increased the agency's responsibilities with regard to air quality by specifically
mandating sizeable reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT). DER has developed a mobile source control
program that deals with air pollution from motor vehicles. The goal of this program is to improve air quality by
reducing the amount of exhaust emissions from cars and trucks. In addition, the 1990 Cle311 Air Act requires that
states adopt "1tbin their State Implementation Plans (SlPs) transportation control measures (TCMsl to improve air
quality. This is another task of DllR, and a number ofTCM measures are synonymous with TOM strategies.

SUI\'I.MARY
The state of Florida administers a variety of programs that support commute alternatives and TDM measures.
A number of these programs are mandated by federal initiatives in the areas of transportation, accessibility, air
quality, energy, mobility, and environmental issues.
Efforts have emerged among state agencies to combat our rapid population growth, the effects of past land use
and trans~onation planning decisions, and the desire to maintain the unique and fragile environment of our state.
Through a cooperative effort among state agencies. local governments, and the private sector, Florida will
continue to attempt to manage gtowth and ensure tbe mobility of citizens and visitors .

.
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Fede ral Progr ams
I NTRODUCTION
The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) is authorized by its enabling legislation to "provide
general leadership in identifying and solving transportation problems.'' The extent of federallmerest has varied
over time and administration s. Historically, numerous federal programs have been dedicated to enhancing
rransponation supply, especially freeways and buses. Through various pif!()es of federal legislation and policies and
national and international events, TOM measures have become
pan of several federal programs as means of accomplishing such
seemingly varied tasks as reducing traffic congestion and
improving physical fitness.
Current federal transportation policy centers around the U.S.
National Transportation Policy and the lntcrrnodal Surface
Transportation EfOciency Act of 1991. Goals of the National
Transportation Policy are "to maintain and expand the Nation's
transportation system; foster a sound financial base for
transportation ; keep the transportation industry strong and
competitive; ensure that the transportation system supports public safety and national security; protect rhe
environment and quality of life: and advance U.S transportation technology and expertise for the 21st centuty."'

U.S. Department
of Transportation

The lntcrmodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 provides legislation that strengthens the goals
and objectives of the National Transportation Policy. The Act was signed into law by President Bush In December
1991 and reauthorizes rhe federal·aid highway and transit program through fiscal year 1997. It establishes a new
vision for surface transportation in the United States. As directed in the National Transportation Polley, the Act is
clearly defined to "develop a Natlonallnten nodal Transportation System that is economically efficient.
environmentally sound, provides the foundation for the nation to compete in the global economy, and will move
people and goods in an energy efficient manner.·• The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program of the AC1 directs funds towards transportation project$ in Clean Air non-anainmcnt areas for ozone and
carbon monoxide. Projects will contribute to meeting the attainment of national air quality standards. The Act
provides state and local governments nexibility in determining transportation solutions (such as transit or
highways) and the tools to enable the public sector to choose the best overall choice.
The United States Department of Transportation and other departments of the federal government are
supportive of the unique conditions afforded by TOM for enhanced intergovernmental relations and increased
private sector participation, while attempting to meet the goals of improved mobility and reduced energy
consumption. The lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act will provide increased Dexlbllity in federal
programs and impro'oe the mobility and safety of rhe traveling public.

USDOT's ROLE IN TRANSPORTATION DEMAND
USOOT provides assistance for TOM through various mechanisms. This assistance falls within the broad
categoty of "Transportation Systems Management (TSM) Strategy."' This strategy includes demand management
measures as well as projects that may be considered construction or technology strategies. There arc rwo points of
contact within US DOT: the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the Federal Higlnvay Administration (FHWA].
74 · Commut4 Altunalit<e$ Syswns Handbook

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION
The primary responsibility of FTA (formerly Urban Mass Transportation Administration, UMTA) is to
administer federal transit programs. Tilese grant-In-aid programs are intended to increase mobility through public
and private transit services. Transit can provide additional transportation capacity and, consequently, reduce
congestion. However, the growth of auto travel has often offset such reduction in the past. Transit can be better
used as an effective long-term measure in reducing congestion when combined with otherTDM strategies.••
The major types of assistance available for transportation systems are discretionary program funds and
formula program funds. TDM measures can be funded through either. FfA also provides planning funds to satisfy
· the joint FTA. and FHWA regulations which require each urban area to have a continuing, cooperative and
comprehensive (3-C) transportation planning process. TSM strategies are required to be a part ofthis process, and
funding to support TDM planning measures may be providell through metropolitan planning organizations, the
state, or discretionary study funds.
In 1988, FfA implemented the Suburban Mobility Initiatives (SMI) Program "to help the nation's suburbs solve
growing traffic congestion problems."" Program elements have included short-term planning grants, strategic
planning grants, organizational arrangement demonstration
grants, employers and developer-supported demonstration
Re g i onal
grants, and contractor support.
FTA's Regional Mobility Program (RMP) is an expansion
of the S~II Program. Through this program , PTA has
expressed interest in and funded TOM projects that involve
parking management measures, ridesharing, alterna,tive
work schedules, telecommuting, and HOV facilities, or
combinations of these measures. The Regional Mobility
Program, which focuses primarily on problems o f
congestion and mobility, is administered by the Office of
Technical Assistance and Safety, Office of Mobility
Enhancement. Information may be obtained about the
program directly from the Office of Mobility Enhancement
In Washington DC, the FTA Region IV Office, or through the
FOOT District Office.

"'""'""""
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FEDERAL HIGHWAY .ADMJNISTRATION
The FHWA administers the federal- aid highway
programs that distribute federal funds to states to construct and reconstmct Interstate, urban, and rural highway
systems. The states have considerable discretion in selection, planning, design, and construction. The definition of

constmction activities for which federal funds are eligible includes constn1ction, reconstruction, and TSM.
FH:WA program funds are used for inlprovements that increase capacity. TDM measures that may be funded
include HOV lanes, fringe (park-and-ride) parking, computerized traffic signals, surveillance and control systems,
computerized rideshare matching progtams, pedestrian walkways, bicycle facilities, motorist aid systems,
automobile restricted zones. carpool facilities, and vanpool acquisitions.
TDM planning financed by FHWA funds is authorized for comprehensive metropolitan planning activities.
FHWA also provides states with technical assistance, training. and information on research, new products, and
innovations through technology transfer actMties.
Information on FHWA programs can be obtained from the FHWA division oillces or through the FDOT District
Office Multi-Modal ProgramCommute Alrernativcs Sysrems Handbook- 75

COORDINATION WITH 0rliER FEDERAL DEPARTMENfS OR AGENCIES
Because several issues give rise to TOM measures, the goals of many federal agencies to resolve these issues are
often complementary. The Department of Energy (DOE) views TDM as a means of improving urban mobility, with
the underlying assumption that by so doing an adequate energy supply can be maintained. The quality of urban air
and improved land use patterns are concerns ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).~: The Clean Air Act of

1990 places furthe r requirements on areas to improve air qualiry.
There are, howe••er, inequities in the federal program that present challenges to the application of some TDM
measures. Federal programs, at times. have been more supportive of particular modes of transportation than
others. This impedes a fair evaluation of alternative transportation modes. For example. there is generally little
control of private parking offered by employers. If this parking is provided free of charge or is subsidized, the costs
are allowable business expenses.
The question of congestion in and around airports has sparked interest in TDM measures by the Federal
Aviation Administration. In some areas, industrial development around an airport itself can be a major contributor
to congestion. Efforts have been made to facilitate public or private shuttle sel'Vice to key regional worksites and
retail areas in many communities. These shuttles are used to bring employees to work at the airport and to assist in
reducing the demand for parking spaces by air travelers.

SUMMARY
US DOT is the lead federal agency supportive of TDM strategies. Within USDOT, the Federal Highway
Adminislration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (rrA) provide funding for various TDM projects.
This funding can be provided directly to local entities, such as municipalities and transit authorities. It is
recommended that local entities "1th little or no experience with federal contract procedures contact their FOOT
District Office and their MPO.
Other federal agencies such as the Department of Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (J)PA),
and the Department of Health and Human Sel'Vices (DHHS) have funded various TOM projects consistent with the
various goals of these agencies. These funds may be provided through a joint federal agreement or through the
state. For federal purposes, TDM measures tall within the Transportation S)'Stems Management Strategy, which is
very loosely defined. A number of agencies support this strategy and provide grants-in-aid. technical assistance,
and other resources which support TDM measures.
The passage of the 1991 Intennodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act will provide a challenge for fede.ral,
state, and local governments to ensure implementation of the bill provisions. It is certain that the future will offer
increased flexibiliry in federal programs and that t11ere "111 be changes within federal agency grants and programs
that will provide increased interest in and funding for TDM measures.
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Activity Center A major concentration of employment and commerclal activity, which may be found in suburban areas
as well as in the downtown area.

Air Pollution The undesirable addition to the atmosphere ofsubstances (gases, liquids, and solid particles) which are

foreign to the "oanual• atmosphere or which occur in quantities exceedingtheu· natoral concentrations and
interfere eithen,1th one's health, safety, or comfort or with full use and enjoyment of one's property.
Alternative Work Schedules Scheduling policies such as fle>rlble and staggered work hours and compressed work
wee.ks which allow employees to avoid commuting during peak traffic periods; also called variable work hour
policies or flextime.
Arterial A transportation route with intersections which carries a main flow of traffic through an area.
Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) A numerical valuecalculated by dividing ti>e number of employees scheduled to start
work during specified peak hours Into the number of vehicles arriving at the work site during those same hours.
Bus Lane A lane on a street or highway reserved primarily for buses, either all day or during specified periods. Other
traffic, typically taxis, carpools, o.r motorcycles, may be allowed "1thout restrictions, and automobiles may be given
limited access, such as making left or right turns.
Duspool An express bus service, usually administered by an employer, with limited origin and destination points and
wilb guaranteed seats and advanoed ticket purchase. Club buses and buspools may also be administered by the riders.
carbon Dioxide A colorless gas which enters t.hc atmosphere as the result of combustion processes; a nonnal
component of ambient air.
Carpool A group of two or more passengers sharing a ride in an employee's private vehicle to and from work. either
using one car and sharing expenses or rotating vehicles so no additional expense is incurred.
Catalytic Converter Acontrol device which reduces emis.•ions in the exhaust stream by changing them into lesspolluting or non-polluting compounds through chemical reactions. Catalytic converters are used on both mobile
sources and stationary sources.

Central Business District (CDD) An area ofhigh land valuation characterized by a high concentration of retail and
sen~ce businesses, offices, botels. and theaters, as well as by a high traffic flow. Traditionally applies to the primary
downtown core of a metropolitan area.
Clean Air Act TI1e federal pollution clean air law.
CorrunuteAitemath•es Term which refers to carpooling. vaopooling, transit, bicycling, and walking as well as alternative
work hour programs which result in the use of any mode of transportation for commuting outside of the peak periods.
Commuter Assistance Pwgrams Services such as ridesham1g. U'arlsit, and parking policies which help workers in
commuting to work or in making midday trips.
Compressed Work Week Ascheduling program which consists of condeo.sing standard number of working hours into
fewer than five.days per week or fewer tbanlO days per two· week period.
Concurrency Florida's growth management law which prohibits local governments throughout the state from
permiltlng new developments unless adequate infrastructure is in place to sopport growth.
Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC) A person selected by a company to develop, implement, and/ or
administer an employee transportation program. Duties generally include registering employees for a ride-match
program, coordinating the formation of car, van, and buspools, promoting the use of public transit, and monitoring
or tracking employee participation in the program.
Flexible Work Hours (Flextime) Ascheduling policy which gives employees the option ofva£}1ng U1eir starting and
stopping times each work day, allm,1ng them greater flexibility to adjust work hours to meet individual time and
commuting schedules.
Fringe Parking (Peripheral Parking) A parking facility located immediately outside the central business district where
personal ve.hicles may be parked and travelers may continue their trips to tile downtown area via transit,
carpool or vanpool.
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High OccupancyVehlcleAny passenger vehicle which carries two or more pas.<engers.
HOV Lane A travel lane rese1ved for the use of high occupancy vehicles.
Hydrocarbon Achemical compound containing the elemenL~ carbon and hydrogen.
Impact Fees Cash payments made in advance of development for off-site improvements according to a specific local
government fommla.
Level of Service (LOS) Aqualitative measure describing the operational conditions of a road or intersection. The
various service levels are defined by the Transportation Research Board in a range from ''A" to •p··, as described
below:
"A• Highest quality of service. Free flow of traffic, low volumes and densities. little or no restriction on
maneuverability or speed, no delays.
"B" Stable traffic flow, speed becoming slightly restricted, low restriction on maneuverability, no delays.
"C" Stable traffic flow, but less freedom to select speed, change lanes, or pass; density increasing, minimal delays.
"D" Approaching unstable flow, speeds tolerable but subject to sudden and considerable variation. less
maneuverability and driver comfort, minimal delays.
"E" Unstable traffic flowwitb rapidly fluctuating speeds and flow rates, short headways,low maneuverabUity and
driver comfon, significant delays.
"F" Forced traffic flow, speed and flow may drop to zero with high densities, considerable delays.
MetropoUtan Planning Organization (MPOJThe organization responsible for regional transportation planning in an
urban area. Members are designated by the Governor and local elected officials.
Mixed-Use Development Defined by the Urban Land Instin•te as developments ";th the following criteria:
Three or more significant revenue-producing uses (such as office, retail_,residemial, hotel!motel. emertainment,
cultural, recreation, etc.) which are mut\lallysupporting in well-planned projects
Significam physical and functional integration of project components (and thus a relatively intensive use ofland),
including unintem1pted pedestrian connections; and development in conformance with a coherent plan (which
frequently stipulates the type and scale of uses, pemlitted densities, and related developmental considerations).
Mobile Source Asource of pollutants which is a self-propelled transportation vehicle, such as motor vehicle, boat, ship,
locomotive, aircraft, or off-road motor vehicle.
Mode Split An itemization of the types of vehicles or methods used by commuters to travel to work.
National Ambient 1\lr Quality Standards (NMQSJ The air quality standards established by the Em~ronmental
Protection AgenL'}' (EPA! for various air pollutants. Currently included in the standards are ozone, carbon monoxide,
nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, non-methane hydrocarbons, lead, and particulate matter.
Operating Cost The ongoing costs of providing and administering a program.
Ozone A highly reactive bluish-colored haze with a pungent odor; a major constituent of photochemical oxidants;
formed in the atmosphere by a series of photochemical reactions invoMng oxides of nitrogen and reactive organic
gases in the presence of sunlight. National Ambient Air Quality Standards have been established for ozone.
Parking Management Measures which favor carpools and vanpools, including parking charges for drive-alone
commuter parking. preferential parking for pool vehicles, and the elimination of free, low-cost, or on-street parking
in employment areas. Fringe parking lots may also be established in areas outside of the work site area in
combination with shuttle bus services to keep motor vehicles out of congested employment areas.
Parking Reduction Ordinances Local government regulations which allow the reduction of zoning requirements for
off·street parking in return for developer-sponsored transportation managemem efforts or contributions to a
TSMITDM trust fund.
Pollutant Standards Index (PSI) A number between 0 and 500 used to indicate the air quality at a given time and
location relative to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. APSI of 100 for a given air pollutant represents a
concentration at the respective air quality standard.
Preferential Parking The assignment of the most desirable parking spaces. such as those closest to building entrances,
for the exclusive use of carpools and vanpools.tn addition, parking charges rnay be partially reduced or eliminated
for poolers, who may also be exempted from any hourly parking limits that exist.
Public Transportation Passenger transportation available to any person who pays a prescribed fare. Operating on
established schedules along fixed routes with designated stops, transit moves relatively large groups of people at one
time.
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Regulation XVAlaw developed and enforced by Galifomia's South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
which requires employers with 100 or more employees to develop and implement a trip reduction plan for
employees who rep01t to work between 6:00a.m. a.nd I0:00a.m. Trip reduction plans must include an inventory of
current measures used by the employer to increa.<e average vehicle ridership (AVR), a verifiable estimate of the
current work siteAVR. and a list of employer-provided incentives to achieve the projectedAVR target ·within 12
months of plan approval.
RidesharingThe cooperative effort between two or more people who travel together, usually to and from work.
carpools, vanpools and buspools are all examples of ridesharing. Ridesharing can also include public transportation
such as buses, trains or subways.
Satellite OfficeAn office used for employees who telecommute as a means ofdecentralizingpart of a company's
operation.s to a remote location, thereby reducing comm1,1te distances.

Single-Occ:upant Vehicle (SOV) Amotor vehicle occupied by one person.
SmogAgenernl term used to describe the irritating ha2e produced by photochemical reactions in the atmosphere.
Special Assessment DistrictA specially-defined awa in which property owners can be asses.~ extra taxes to ftnance
needed capital improvements and services unde.r the authority of local jud~ictions. Districts may be governed by
appointees of a local goverrunent or by officials elected by taxpayers in the district. Assessments may be made on the
basis ofland area, squaw footage of developments, road frontage, workers, trip generation rates, housing units, or
some other measure of district benefits.
Staggered.Work Hours Ascheduling policy in which the times that groups of employees begin and end work are
staggered over a range from 15 minutes to iwo hours, tbus reducing commuting peaks.
'l'elecommutingA w'Ork arrangement program where employees wo.r:k. at a Jocatlon other than the conventional office

or central headquarters, usually from home or an office close to home, resulting in the electronic transfer of
information rather than movement of people to and from the workplace.

Traffic Mitigation The use of transportation management techniques to reduce the traffic impact of new development.
See also trip reduction ordinances.
Traffic Reduction Ordinances See Trip Reduction Ordinances.
TransitAmultiple-occupant motor vehicle operated on a for-hire, shared-ride basis, including bus, light rail, heayy rail,
and shuttle bus. OU1er forms of transit may include people movers and jitneys.
Transportation Demand Management (TDJ.Vl) Strategies \\11ich focus on reducing vehicle trips. especially peak-period
travel to the commuter's destination, including commuter assistance, parking incentives, and work policies which
alter the demand for travel in a defined area in terms of the total volume of traffic, the use of altemative modes of
travel, and distribution of travel over different times of the day.
Transportation ManagementThe use of transportation demand management (TDM) and transportation systems
management (fSMl techniques to Jessen the traffic impacts of development, as well as to encourage private sector
improvements to accommodate growth.
'TranSportation Management Association ('l'MA)An organization which provides a structure for developers, property
managers, employers, and public officials to cooperatively promote programs to mitigate traffic congestion, assist
commuters, and encourage improved travel in specific areas. TMAs also serve as forums in whlcll the pri\'<lte sector
and state and local governments can jointly address current and future roadway and transit needs.
Transportation Management Organization (fMO) Original (alternate) name for 'I'MA.
Transportation Systems Management (TSI\•1)111e use of low cost improvements to increase the efficiency of roadways
and transit services, such as retiming traffic signals or redesignating traffic flow.
'I)'ip Generation RatesAverage rates of vehicular travel to and from a development, usually cited per square foot, per
housing unit, or per acre. The rates published by the Institute ofTransportation Engineer OTBJ are often used by
tranSportation professionals in setting ridership standards and establishing TOM goals.
Trip Reduction Ordinance (TROs) Regulations passed by local governments which require developers, property
owners, and employers to participate or assist in financing transportation management efforts. Ordinances may
Specify a target reduction in the number ofvehicle trips expected from a development based on standardized trip
generation rates. establish peak periods for travel reduction, establish timetables for compliance and penalties for
non-compliance.
TSMITDM Trust Funds Special aocounts set up by a local government to hold contributions from developers to finance
transportation improvements and services; frequently established in exchange for specified benefits such as
modified zoning requirements.
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Van pool A group of six or more passengers sharing a ride in a prearranged group. Usually one or two of !.he members
are regular drivers who pick up olher riders at specific points and take them to common or nearby employment sites,
then return them to the pickup polnt(s) at the end of the worlc day. Usually, some portion ofvrul ownership and
operating costs are paid for by the riders on a monlhly basis. Vanpools may be employer-sponsored. with the
company owning and maintaining the vehicles. or they may be provided through a third-pany leasing company.
Variable Work Hours See Alternative Work Schedules.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) The total distance traveled in miles by all motor vehicles of a specific group in a given
area in a given time period.
Vehicle Occupancy The number of people riding in a vehicle at a given time.
Vehicle Trip Movement by a vehicle from an originating point to a destination point usually from home to worlc.
Visibility The distance which atmospheric conditions permit a person to sec at a given time and location. The visibility
reduction from air pollution Is due to sulfates, nitrates, and particulate matter.
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IRECTORY
FEDERAL AGENCIES

Oepanmenr of Community Affa irs (DCA)

Federa l Highway Administration
U.S. Department ofTransporratio n
400 Seventh St., S.W. (HT0-32)
Washington, DC 20590
Auentlon: Wayne Berman
(202) 366·4069

Tallahnssec. f'l, 32399-2 100
(904) 488-8466 Suncom 278-8466

Office of Mobility Enhancement
Office of Technical Assistance and Safety
Federal Transit Administration
U.S. Department ofTra nsportation
400 Seventh St., S.W., Room 643 1
Washington, DC 20590
Attention: Walter Kulyk. Director
(202) 366·499 I
Federal Transit Administration

U.S. Department o f Transportation
1120 Peachtree Road. N.w.• Suite 400
Adanta, GA 30309
Attention: Peter N. Sroi,-eU, Director. S.E. Area
(404) 347-3948
Public/Private Transportatio n Network (PPTN)
8727 Colesville Road, Suite IIOOA
Silver Spring. MD 209 10-3921
(800) 522-7786

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Public Transit Association (APTA)
1201 New York Avenue N.W.. Suite 400
Washington. DC 20005
(202) 898·4000
Association for Commuter Transportation (ACD
808 17th Street N.W., Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 223-9669
Community Transportation Assoc iation of America
725 15th Street N. .W., Suite 900
Washington. DC 20005
(800) 527-8279

STATE AGENCIES
Department or Commerce
107 W. Gaines Street
The Collins Ouilding, Suite 536
Talla hassee. Fl. 32399-2000
(904) 468-3 104 Suncom 278-3104
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2740 Cente1view Drive

l)eparunent of Environmental Regulation (DEll)
2600 Blairs to ne Road
Tallahassee. FL3Z399-2400
(904) 488-4805 Suncom 278-4805
Department of Labor
2012 Capital Circle, S.E., Room 303
Tallahas.see• .FL 32399 -2152
(904) 468-4398 Suncom 278-4398
Pedestrian/Bicycle Program
State Safe ty Oftke
De partment o f Transportation
605 Suwannee Street, MS 82
Talla hassee, FL32399-0450
(904)487- t 200
Commuter Programs Manager
Office of Public Transportation
Department ofTransportatio n
605 Suwannee Street, MS 26
Tallahassee. FL32399 -0450
(904) 488-7774 Suncom 278·7774

FDOT DISTRICT OFFICES
FOOT District I
District Public Transportation Manager
80 I N. Broadway
P.O. Box 1249
Banow, Fl. 33630
(813) 533-6 16 1

FOOT Oistrict2
Distric t Public Transportation Manage r
1901 $. Marion
P.O. Box 1069
Lake City, Fl. 32055
(904) 752-3300
FOOT District 3
District Public Transportation Manager
u.s. 90 East
Chipley, FL32428-9990
(904) 638-0250 Suncom 767- 1356
FOOT District 4
District Public Transportation Manager
780 S.W. 24th Street
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315·2696
(305) 797-8500 Suncom 423-1750

FOOT District 5
.D istrict Public Transpor tation Manager
5151 Adanson
Orlando, FL32804
(407) 623-1085 Suocom 334- 1085

Northeas t Florida RPC
9142 Phillips High""-ay, Sui!e 350
Jacksonville, FL32256
(904) 363-6350 Suncom 874-6350
(Baker, Clay, Flagler, Nassau, Putnam, St. Johns)

FOOT District 6
Disrrict Public Transpor tation Manager
602S. Miami Avenue
Miami, FL33130
(305) 377-5904 Suncom 452-5910

Panama City MPO

FDOT District 7
District Public Transpor tation Manager
4950 w. Kemtedy Boulevard ,l/500
Tampa, FL33609
(813) 871-7220

DER DISTRICT AIR
PROGRAM OFFICES
Central District
3319 Maguire Boulevard , Suite 232
Orlando, FL 32803
(407) 894-7555 Suncom3 25-l011
Northeas t District
7826 Baymcad ows Way, Suite 2008
Jacksonville, FL32256-7577
(904) 798-4200 Suncom 880-4320

Northwes t District
160 Government Center
Pensacola , FL 32501
(904) 436-8300 Suncom 695·8300, 748-6975
South District
2269 Bay Street

Ft. Myers, FL 3390 I
(813) 332-2287 Suncom 743-6975
Southeas t District
1900 South Congress Avenue
West Pahn Beach, FL 33406
(407) 433-2650 Suncom 232-2650
Southwes t District
701 Highway3 01 North
Tampa, FLS3610
(813) 623-5561 Suncom5 52-7612

STATE OF FLORIDA
DESIGNATED PLANNING
AGENCffiS (BY COUNTY)
Gainesville Ml'O

North Centtal RPC
235 s. Main Street, Sujte 205
Gainesville, PL 32601
(004) 336-2200
(Alachua, Bradford, Columbia, Dixie, Gllcht.ist,
Hamilton , Lafayette, Madison, Suwanne e, Taylor,

Union)

P.O.Ilox4 86
Pensacola . FL32593-0486
(904) 444-8910
(Bay)
BrevardM PO
2725 St. Johns Street
Jluildlng A, Room 252
Melbourn e, FL 32940
(407) 633-2085
(Brevard)
BrownrdM PO
115 South Andrews Avenue, Room 329
Ft. Lauderda le, FL 33301
(305) 357-6641

(Browardl
Apalache e RPC
314 East Central Avenue, Room 119
Blountsto wn, FL 32424
(904) 674-4571
(Calhoun, Franklin, Gadsden, Gulf, Jackson,
Jefferson, Liberty, Waku lla)
Charlotte County Board or County Commiss ioners
512 East Grace Street
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
(813) 639-1561
<Charlotte)
Citrus Cou nty Board of County Commiss ioners .
1300 South Lecanto Highway
Lecanto, FL3266J
(904) 746-4223
(Citrus)

NaplcsM PO
3301 l!ast Tamiami Trail
Naples, i'L33964
(813) 774-8282
(Collier)
Miami Area M.PO
Ill N.W. First Street, Suite910
Miami, I'L 33128
(305) 375-4507
(Dade)
Central Florida RPC
P.O. Drawer 2089
Bartow, FL 33830
(813) 533-41 46
(Desoto, Hardee, Highlands, Okeechobee)
Jacksonvi lle Area MPO
128 East Porsytll Street, Suite 700
Jacksonvi lle, FL32202- 3325
(904) 630-1903
(Duval)
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FL Walto n MPO
Pen sacol a MPO
West Florid a RPC
P.O. Box4 86
Pensa cola, FL 32593 -0486
(904) 444-8 910. (813) 994-4 282
(Esca mbia, Holmes. Okalo osa. Santa Rosa, Walto n,
Wash ingto n)
Lee coun ty MPO
South west Florid a RPC
P.O. Box 3455
Nonh Ft. Myer s, FL33 918·3 455
(Glad es. Hend ry, Lee)

Hern ando Coun ty Board of Coun ty Comm ission ers
Levy Coun ry Board of COun ty Comm ission ers
1241 S.W.J OthS treet
Ocala . FL 32674 -2798
(904) 732-1 315
(Hern ando, Levy)
Tampa Urba n Area MPO
201 East Kenn edy Boule vard, Suite 600
Tamp a, FL33 601
(813) 272-$ 940
(Hills borou gh)
India n !Uver Board of Coun ty Comm ission ers
1840 25th Stree t
Vero Beach , FL 32960
(407) 567-8 000. ext. 2.43
(Indian River)
Lake COun ty Board of Coun ty Comm ission ers
315 West Main Stree t
Tavar es. FL 32778
(904) 343·9 652
(Lake)

Talla hasse e-Leo n MPO
City Hall
Tallah assee , FL 3230 I
(904) 599-8 600
(Leon )

Saras ota/M anate e MPO
P.O. Box 8
Saras ota, FL 34230
(813) 951·5 090
(Man atee, Saras ota)
Ocala /Mari on COun ty MPO
P.O. Box 1270
Ocala . FL 32678
(904) 629·8 529
(Mart on)
Marti n Cotm l)• Board of COun ty COm missio ners
240 I S.E. Monterey Road
Stuar t, FL34 996
(407) 288-5 494
(Mart in)
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City of Key West Port & Trans it Autho rity
P.O. Box 1078
Key West, FL 33040
(305) 292-8161
(Mon roe)
Orlan do Area MPO
lOll Wym ore Road, Suite 105
Winte r Park. FL32 789
(407) 623-1 075
(Oran ge. Osceo la, Semin ole)
Palm Beach Coun ry MPO
P.O. Box 2429
West Palm Beach , FL33 402-2 429
(407) 684-4 170
(Palm Beach)
Pasco COun ry MPO
7432 Linle Road , Sterli ng Build ing
New Port Hichcy, FL34 654
(813) 847-8 132
(Pasc ol
Pinel las Coun ty MPO
3!5 Court Stree t
Clear water, FL 34616
(813) 462-4751
(Pine llas)
Lakel and/ Winte r Have n MPO
P.O. Box 1969
Barto w. FL 33830
(813) 534-6 486
(Polk)
St. Lucie M PO
2300 Virgin ia Aven ue, Room 203
Ft. Pierce , FL 34982 -5652
(407) 468-1 576
{St. Lucie)
Volusia Coun ty MPO
250 Nonh Beach Street , Room 102
Dayto na Beach , FL32 Jl4
(904) 254·4 676
(Volusial

PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE
COORDI NATORS
Distri ct I Coord inato r. FOOT
4040 Evan Ave nue, 11204
Ft. Myer s. FL 33906-6116
(813) 278-7 120 Sunc om 729-7 120
Disrri ct 2 Coord inato r. FOOT
South Mario Street
Lake City, FL 32056 -1089
(904) 752·3 300 Sunc om 88J.l 683
Disrri ct3 Coord inato r, FOOT
u.s. 90 East
Chipley, FL 32428 -9990
(904) 638-0 250 Sunc om 767· 1356

District 4 Coordinator, !'DOT
780 S.W. 24th Street

Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinator
Ill N.W. First SL, Room 9 10

Ft. Lauderdale, FL33315-2696

Mlaml, FL 33128
(305) 375-4507, Suncom 445·4507

(305) 797-1750 Suncom 423-1750
Olstrlct 5 Coordinator, !'DOT
611 Wymore Road, #204
Winter Park, FL 32789
(407)623-1085 Suncom 334-1085
Di•trict 6 Coordinator, PDOT
602 S. Miami Avenue
Miami, l'l 33130
(305) 377-5910 Suncom452·59 10
District 7 Coordinator, FOOT
4950W. Kennedy Boulevard, 1500
Tampa, I'L 33609
(813) 871·7220

Local Coordinators
Polk County Schoollloard
P.O: Box 391
Bartow, PL 33830
(613) 531-2469
Pedestrian/Bicy cle Coordinator
330 W. Church Street
P.O. Box 1969
Bartow, PL3383D-1969
(813) 534-6486 Suncom 519·64n
Pinellas County tv!PO
140 Court Street
Clearwater, FL 34616
(813) 462-4751 Suncom 445·4507
Broward County Bicycle Coordinator
115 S. Andrews Avenue, #329
PL Lauderdale, FL33301
(305) 357-6661,6646
Pedestrian/Bicy cle Coordinator
250 N. Beach Street
Daytona Beach, FL32114
(904) 254-4676 Suncom 377·4676
Lee County Asst. Bicycle Coordinator.
20221iendry Street
P.O. Box398
Ft. Myers, FL 33902
(813) 335-2220
Trafll.c Engineering DeparLment
305 N.B. Sixth Avenue, 11305
Gainesville, FL32002
(904) 374-2107 Suncom 929-2130
Bicycle Coordinator
Jacksonville MPO
128 E. Forsyth, Suite 700
JacksonvUie, FL 32202
(904) 630-1903, ext. 6917

llnglnecrlng Department. Building A
2725 St. Johns Sueet
Melbourne, FL 39240
(407) 633-2085, ext. 2767

West Florida RPC
3435 N. 12th Avenu e
P.O. Box 4.86
Pensacola, FL32593·0486
(904) 444·8910 Suncom 693·8910
Planning Oepanment
18500 Murdock Circle
Pon Charlotte, FL 33948
(813) 743-1229
Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinator
Transportation Departme nt
1301 Cattleman Road
Sarasota, FL 34232
(813) 376·6160 Suncom 522·6180
Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinator
110 N. PoncedeLeon
St. Augustine, FL 32084
(904) 825-5097 Suncom 865·5097
Bicycle Coordinator
City Hall
Tallahassee, Fl32301
(904) 599·8261
lllcycle Coordin ator
20 1 E. Kennedy Boulevard, #600
Tampa, FL 3360 I
(913) 272-5940 Suncom 543-5940
Lake County Pedestrian/Bicy cle Coordinator
123 N. Sinclair Avenue
Tavares, FL 32778
{904) 343·9773 Suncom 859·1655
Bicycle/Pedestr ian Coordinator
6202 Dewdrop Way
Temple Terrace, Fl 33617
(613) 867-2265
Pedestrian/Bicycle Coordinator
160 Australian Avenue, #20
P.O. Box 2429
West Palm Beach, FL33406
(407) 684-4170 Suncom 274-4000
Pedestrian/Bicy cle Coordinator
lOll Wymore Road, 6105
Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 623·1075 Suncom 334.-1075
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